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Sustainable Transformation and Recovery of Unconventional Resources in Natural and Waste 
Systems utilizing CO2 
Emily Hsu 
The increasing concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere and the rapidly growing amount of 
waste (industrial and electronic) are two major environmental challenges faced by humanity today. 
Carbon capture, storage, and utilization (CCUS) aims to address the CO2 challenge and has been 
shown to be a promising means of CO2 mitigation. For carbon capture, amine scrubbing is an 
example of an effective means to separate CO2 from other gases, particularly natural gas and 
hydrogen. Carbon storage entails the injection of CO2 into natural geologic formations, such as 
basalt, to form permanent, harmless carbonates. Lastly, carbon utilization involves conversion of 
carbon to chemicals and fuels through a variety of pathways, such as carbon mineralization. Many 
large-scale projects on CCUS have been conducted, with ongoing research in the aforementioned 
areas of CCUS. The first half of this dissertation addresses carbon storage and utilization, 
specifically focusing on carbon mineralization, in order to evaluate the potential for CO2 storage 
in basalt and CO2 utilization in the transformation of industrial waste to valuable carbonates.  
The mounting amount of electronic waste (e-waste) presents a significant challenge in the 
flow of valuable elements, especially as it relates to the materials cycle. E-waste contains valuable 
metals, such as copper, gold, silver, iron, and nickel, and contains much higher amounts of these 
metals than the amounts found in ores. Thus, the recycling of metals from e-waste is favorable and 
has gained attention over the last few years. E-waste is a complex mixture of metals, plastics, and 
refractory materials. The brominated flame retardants in the e-waste are of particular concern as 
they become hazardous when burned. Lead is also often found in the solder material of e-waste. 
 
 
The risks associated with the toxic and hazardous components of e-waste, along with the 
heterogeneity in composition, challenge the development of recycling and processing methods for 
e-waste. While recent developments, such as hydrometallurgy i.e. chemical leaching, have 
lessened the hazards during processing, pyrometallurgical techniques, which involve smelting, 
remain the most commonly used treatment. Metal extraction and recovery processes are multi-step 
techniques that usually involve energy-intensive mechanical processing, and depending on the 
type of waste, the selectivity of metal separation processes can be quite low. Specifically, for 
Lithium-ion batteries (LIB), the majority of recycling techniques cannot recover Co and Ni 
simultaneously. The latter half of this dissertation explores new, sustainable separation processes 
for the recovery of metals from e-waste, Printed circuit boards (PCB) and LIB, via morphological 
changes induced by supercritical CO2 and via electrochemical techniques.  
Chapter 2 presents an evaluation of the potential of sub-seafloor basalt in the Cascadia 
Basin offshore Washington State and British Columbia for CO2 storage. Basalt samples from the 
Cascadia Basin were tested for the extraction of Ca, Mg, and Fe to assess the ability of the basalt 
to form carbonates under the experimental conditions of injection with CO2. Combining laboratory 
results with modeling studies from collaborators, and comparisons to existing data on the reactivity 
of oceanic basalt demonstrated that the basalt formations in the Cascadia Basin are a feasible 
option for large-scale, permanent CO2 storage. In Chapter 3, the reaction of CO2 and industrial 
waste for Ca and Mg extraction, is investigated in greater detail in the tailored synthesis of high 
purity precipitate calcium carbonate (PCC) from slag. Different ligands were studied for the 
extraction of Ca and Mg and various experimental conditions, such as heating, controlling the pH, 
and bubbling with air vs. CO2 were studied for the formation of calcium carbonates from the steel 
slag. A novel synthesis method involving the dissolution of the slag using ligands, heating, and 
 
 
precipitation via bubbling with air or CO2 using the Ca-rich solution derived from dissolution, was 
developed. High purity PCC was successfully produced, making the proposed synthesis process a 
promising pathway for carbon management and sustainable waste transformation.  
In Chapter 4, a critical review of current metal extraction and recovery techniques for the 
treatment and processing of electronic waste is presented. The complexity of e-waste requires the 
development of new metallurgical processes that can separate and extract metals from 
unconventional components such as plastics and a wide range of metals. This chapter focuses on 
the science and engineering of both conventional and innovative separation and recovery 
technologies for e-waste with special attention given to the overall sustainability. Physical 
separation processes, including disassembly and magnetic separation, as well as thermal treatment 
of the polymeric component, such as pyrolysis, are discussed for the separation of metals and non-
metals from e-waste. The subsequent metal recovery processes through pyrometallurgy, 
hydrometallurgy, and biometallurgy are also discussed in depth. Finally, insights on future 
research towards sustainable treatment and recovery of e-waste are highlighted, including the use 
of supercritical CO2. 
Chapter 5 investigates the use of supercritical CO2 for the extraction of metals from 
electronic waste, specifically Printed circuit boards (PCB). The complexity of PCB was first 
simplified by synthesizing laminate polymer and metal “model PCB” samples, where the polymer 
component was polycarbonate (PC) and the metal component was Cu foil. Through controlled 
studies of the effect of supercritical CO2 (scCO2) and sulfuric acid on the model PCB samples, a 
thorough understanding of the role of CO2 in the supercritical CO2/co-solvent system was 
developed. The scCO2/co-solvent system was found to induce permanent, morphological changes 
in the samples in just 30 minutes. Building on these results, a two-step metal extraction process 
 
 
for waste PCB was proposed. First, the pre-treatment of small pieces of waste PCB with scCO2 
and sulfuric acid, and second, chemical leaching at ambient temperature and pressure in a sulfuric 
acid and hydrogen peroxide solution. This process was demonstrated to yield ~80% Cu extraction 
in under four hours, without the need for vigorous and energy-intensive mechanical processing, as 
the starting materials were small pieces of waste PCB, neither shredded nor crushed.    
The final part of the thesis presents a study on the electrochemical recovery of Co and Ni 
from spent Lithium-ion batteries (LIB). Galvanostatic deposition and stripping of the metals were 
performed using a sulfuric acid-based electrolyte with concentrations of Co and Ni based upon 
waste LIB solution. A complexing agent, specifically EDTA, was introduced into the electrolyte 
to selectively deposit one metal over the other. The concentration of EDTA was maintained at the 
concentration of Co and Ni in the solution, and the pH values of the solution were varied to study 
the effect of pH on the ratio of Co/Ni in the deposit. In the presence of EDTA, the pH of the 
solution had a significant impact on the ratio of Co/Ni, making the electrochemical process 
presented in this study an effective, sustainable approach to simultaneous and tunable metal 
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1.1 The Carbon Cycle 
As global carbon dioxide emissions continue to rise and evidence of global warming due 
to the CO2 emissions mounts, research on CO2 mitigation has become increasingly important. The 
majority of CO2 emissions is attributed to fossil fuels and industrial processes, motivating global 
efforts on minimizing the use of fossil fuels and shifting towards renewables. Transitioning away 
from fossil fuels is a daunting task as fossil fuels account for approximately 85% of the world’s 
energy reserves and the average age of fossil fuel CO2 molecules is estimated to be 33 years. The 
breakdown of total greenhouse gas emissions in 2010 revealed that CO2 emissions from fossil fuel 
use accounted for over 50% of the global greenhouse gas emissions [1, 2]. In 2014, the global CO2 
emissions from fossil fuels reached an astounding 9855 million metric tons of carbon dioxide [1]. 
These statistics garnered a significant amount of attention from both the government and public, 
and consequently, at the 2015 United Nations (UN) Climate Change Conference in Paris, known 
as COP 21, a groundbreaking deal to combat climate change was reached. In 2016, this landmark 
UN Paris Accord was formally established with the goal of keeping global temperature rise well 
below 2°C, as well as pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C.  
The carbon cycle can be simplified into three major areas: the ocean, the biosphere, and 
the atmosphere. In terms of the distribution of carbon, approximately 57% CO2 lies in the 
atmosphere, 23% CO2 resides in the ocean, and 20% CO2 lies in the biosphere [3]. The biosphere 
refers to photosynthesis, respiration, greening, and deforestation. While the CO2 level in 
atmosphere is most alarming, ocean uptake of CO2 is beginning to gain attention. The ocean is a 
particularly good sink for CO2 because it converts gaseous CO2 into aqueous carbonate and 
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hydrogen ion species. However, ocean temperatures have been rising and the effects of CO2 on the 
overall health of the ocean have begun to show. Coral reef bleaching, the rising temperature in 
Greenland, and the rising sea levels are just a few indicators of the severe impacts of CO2 on the 
ocean. The distribution of carbon is unbalanced and clearly, the effects of greenhouse gases are 
taking a toll on the environment in different ways. Putting it into perspective as a “carbon budget” 
reveals that the sources are the burning of fossil fuels and land use, and the sinks are land uptake, 
ocean uptake, and the atmosphere. The factors in this budget that are known and can be measured 
with confidence are the burning of fossil fuels and the atmosphere, which have thus become targets 
in the effort to limit CO2 levels.  
Carbon Capture, Storage, and Utilization (CCUS) aims to tackles these challenges and 
addresses the issue of rising levels of CO2 in the atmosphere. Carbon capture entails the separation 
of CO2 from gases produced in electrical power plants via different chemical processes, such as, 
gasification (pre-combustion capture) and absorption (post-combustion capture). Novel carbon 
capture solvents have also been developed, such as Nanoparticle Organic Hybrid Materials 
(NOHMs) and Ionic Liquids (ILs) [4, 5]. A more recent development in carbon capture techniques 
is Direct Air Capture (DAC), which retrieves CO2 directly from the atmosphere using plastic 
materials embedded with amines that exchange water for CO2. Once the CO2 is captured, it is 
transported by pipeline or by ship for storage. Carbon storage takes advantage of the mineralization 
of CO2 to carbonates and involves natural geologic formations, such as deep sandstone aquifers 
and basaltic rock formations. CO2 is injected into Mg, Ca-bearing minerals (the geologic 
formations), usually with water, and is mineralized into harmless, permanent carbonates under 
relatively fast timescales. CarbFix, the recent ground-breaking project in Iceland, demonstrated 
the potential of carbon mineralization for permanent disposal of anthropogenic CO2 emissions. 
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Scientists of the CarbFix team reported 95% CO2 fixation in just two years after dissolving CO2 
into water (aqueous CO2) with tracers and pushing the mixture into the injection site using a pump 
[6]. Much research has been dedicated to CO2 storage since, as large-scale feasibility, in particular, 
is evaluated. Last, but not least, carbon utilization involves conversion of carbon to chemicals and 
fuels and physical/direct utilization, such as Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR). The field of carbon 
utilization is expansive, as it encompasses mineral carbonation, electrochemical conversion, 
catalysis, biological conversion, and more. Researchers generally condense the field into four 
routes: inorganic materials (carbonation), biomass, fuels and organic chemicals, and working fluid 
(EOR).  Thus, carbon utilization is highly interdisciplinary and has gradually become the most 
concentrated area of research within CCUS. Each component of CCUS is equally important 
however, and ultimately, the combination of all areas of research within CCUS is necessary to 
combat global warming and mitigate CO2 emissions. 
1.2 Urban Mining 
 Electronic waste (e-waste) is one of the most rapidly growing waste segments in the world 
and has become the fastest growing waste segment in the United States (U.S.). Currently, half of 
the world’s population is online: 3.6 billion people are on the internet out of 7.4 billion people in 
the world, and this number will undoubtedly grow in the next few years [7]. The number of 
discarded computers, phones, and other appliances, often defined as Waste Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment (WEEE), doubled between 2009 and 2014 to 41.8 million tons per year 
globally and reached 44.7 million tons per year in 2016. Based upon detailed projections, the total 
amount of WEEE could exceed 50 million tons by 2021 [7-9]. Figure 1.1 illustrates these statistics 
and the projected trend of total global e-waste generation.  
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The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that only 15-20% of e-waste is 
recycled, most recently reporting that only 20% of e-waste was recycled in 2016. The rest of the 
waste goes directly into landfills and incinerators. Safe disposal and poor regulation are two major 
concerns with regards to the management of e-waste, as the majority of e-waste is transported to 
poor, developing nations, such as China, India, and Africa [10]. In fact, 80% of e-waste in the 
United States (U.S.) is exported to Asia [11]. Africa has few to no laws on e-waste, and China and 
India have inefficient and inconsistent e-waste regulation. Figure 1.2 depicts the flow of e-waste, 







































Currently, disposal factories tend to recycle the non-toxic, valuable components of e-waste 
(metals) and release the toxic components into the surroundings, creating both human health and 
environmental hazards [13]. The large volume and flow of electronic waste can clearly lead to 
severe consequences, if not addressed in the near future. Thus, there has been a steady increase in 
the development of efficient recycling techniques for e-waste, especially with regards to the 
metallic components in the waste. Electronic waste is a complex mixture of metals, plastics, glass 
components, and more. Although they are not trivial to economically recover, the high economic 
value of precious metals, gold, silver, and palladium, in e-waste continues to drive recycling. Table 
1.1 lists the compositions of metals, divided into heavy metals and precious metals, contained in 
various types of e-waste [14-22]. Printed circuit board and mobile phone scraps have the highest 
concentrations of precious metals, and a fair amount of base metals. Table 1.2 shows the values of 
these heavy and precious metals in printed circuit board scrap (PCBs) based upon the composition 
of PCB. Note that copper has the second-highest monetary value, not because of its intrinsic value, 
but rather because of the high percentage of copper in PCB. Overall, the value of metals in WEEE 

















Figure 1.2 The flow of e-waste and the top producers of e-waste. Adapted from [12]. 
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is much higher than the metal content in ores; 1 ton of PCB contains 40-800 times the amount of 





 Table 1.1 The compositions of metals by weight in various e-waste scraps 
 
Type of e-waste 
Weight (%) Weight (ppm) 
References 
Cu Fe Al Ni Pb Ag Au Pd 
Printed circuit board 20 6 4 1 2.5 1000 250 90 [10-16] 
Mobile phone 
13 5 1 0.1 0.3 1380 350 210 [11, 17, 18] 
TV board 10 28 10 0.3 1 280 20 10 [11, 17, 18] 
Portable audio 21 23 1 0.03 0.14 150 10 4 [11, 17, 18] 
DVD player 5 62 2 0.05 0.3 115 15 4 [11, 17, 18] 
Calculator 3 4 5 0.5 0.1 260 50 5 [11, 17, 18] 
 
Metal Value ($/g)* Value in 100g of PCB ($) 
Au 41 2.06 
Cu 0.0075 0.15 
Ag 0.53 0.083 
Ni 0.017 0.018 
Al 0.0024 0.011 
Zn 0.0033 0.0066 
Fe 0.000066 0.0003 
*The metal pricing data is from London Metal Exchange (LME) official prices for cash seller 
and settlement on June 22nd, 2 018 and New York Stock Exchange prices on June 24th, 2018.  
 
Table 1.2 The approximate monetary values of metals in PCB 
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Printed circuit boards (PCB) are an integral component of all electronics, electrically 
connecting and mechanically supporting other electronic components. PCB represents 
approximately 8% of WEEE collected from small appliances and 3% of the total mass of global 
WEEE [27, 28]. The structure of PCB is a generally a Cu-clad laminate comprised of glass fiber 
reinforced with epoxy resin, plastics, and metals. PCBs can be single-sided, double-sided, or multi-
layered. Conductive circuits on the substrate (glass fiber) are printed or etched with copper foil, 
and etch-resistant materials, such as gold, nickel, and tin, are used to protect the copper. The overall 
composition of PCB is estimated to be 40% metals, 30% organics, and 30% refractory [29]. The 
organics are most commonly comprised of the following polymers, Acrylonitrile Butadiene 
Styrene(ABS), Polycarbonate (PC), Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC), Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), 
Polyethylene (PE), Polypropylene (PP), and High Impact Polystyrene (HIPS) [30]. Refractory 
material generally consists of silica, titanates, alumina, and alkaline oxides. The toxicity of the 
materials found in PCB, particularly the plastics, is a significant concern in the characterization 
and treatment of waste PCB.  
The solder material and plastics contained in PCB are the most toxic components, 
specifically the brominated flame retardants (BFRs) and the Pb/Sn solder. Although most solders 
are now Pb-free with Ag and Cu as substitute materials, many old PCBs still contain sizable 
amounts of Pb. In these old waste PCBs, there is approximately 2-5% Pb in the solder [31]. Solder 
may contain Cd and Sb and the Surface Mount Device (SMD) chip resistors and semiconductors 
in PCB often contain Cd as well [32]. The BFRs, such as Poly-Brominated Diphenyl Ether 
(PBDPE) and Tetrabromo-bisphenol A (TBBA), are especially hazardous, since these compounds 
can react with oxygen to produce dioxins and furans. Making matters worse, copper can act as a 
catalyst for dioxin formation when the flame retardants are incinerated. Elemental analysis of PCB 
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has revealed the following composition: C-25.52 wt%, H-2.18 wt%, N-0.73 wt%, and Br: 7.86 
wt% [33]. Antimony (Sb2O3) has also been found in the flame retarding materials, adding to the 
toxicity risks involved with PCB disposal and treatment.  
1.3 Key Issues in the Treatment of Waste PCBs 
 The most pressing issues associated with waste PCB management are the environmental 
and human hazards posed by the waste, particularly those associated with current disposal 
techniques. As discussed previously, the toxicity of PCB presents a significant challenge for 
disposal and treatment, and much evidence of the adverse effects of PCB disposal on human health 
and the surrounding environment has been reported. Lead levels sampled in children’s blood in 
the e-waste processing town of Guiyi, China were found to be three times the safe limit 
recommended by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Wildlife in 
California has been affected, as scientists recently found polybrominated diphenyl ethers 
(PBDPE), the flame-retardants in PCB, in the eggs of peregrine falcons [34]. The dioxins formed 
from the incineration of PCB could result in fatal liver damage and decreased thyroid function, 
while also severely disrupting the endocrine system [35-37]. Employees at e-waste recycling sites 
often suffer from respiratory issues, due to their prolonged exposure to dusts produced during pre-
processing and concentrated acids used in metal recovery from PCB [31]. 
 The technical issues associated with treatment methods primarily stem from the energy and 
labor-intensive nature of the processing techniques, the potential for metal loss during treatment, 
and the low overall efficiency of the current recycling process. The transition from Pb-containing 
solders to Pb-free solders complicates recycling, as the finish of the two solders looks identical, 
and manufacturing of Pb-free solders is challenged by a high melting temperature requirement 
(>200°C) [30]. Disassembly and pre-processing, particularly crushing and shredding, require a 
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significant amount of mechanical energy, and often involve human labor. Metal loss has been 
reported during pre-treatment/processing and smelting. In fact, shredding or grinding of PCB in 
steel mills can result in the loss of up to 40% of precious metals, as well as the formation of 
dangerous dusts and dioxins [38]. Smelting yields high Cu recovery, but often produces sludge 
that contains a mixture of different metals, such as Fe, Al, and precious metals. This sludge is not 
usually treated any further, and consequently, those metals are lost. The loss of metals in these 
processes, particularly the high-value precious metals, significantly affects the economics of the 
recycling process. Moreover, the overall efficiency of the recycling chain is quite low as shown in 
the example of a recycling sequence for gold recovery in Europe in Figure 1.3 [39].  
While one process, in this case, smelting and refining, may have high operating efficiency, other 
processing steps may have lower efficiencies. Consequently, the overall efficiency of the process 
decreases, indicating how each individual process is just as important as the process as a whole. 
Integrated waste management will become an important issue, especially involving the 3R policy, 
which consists of three main factors-reduce, reuse, and recycle [31, 40]. In summary, there are 
many challenges to overcome when developing new, more sustainable recycling methods for waste 
PCBs. The heterogeneity of PCBs, alluded to earlier in terms of the type, size, components, and 
especially composition, is a major issue. Waste PCBs are a complex mixture of plastics, refractory, 
E-Waste















Figure 1.3 Recycling sequence for gold recovery in EU with associated efficiencies of each unit 
process [39].   
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and metals, and the composition of them continues to vary as toxic materials are phased out and 
new materials are developed. As highlighted in Tables 1.1 and 1.2, waste PCBs contain numerous 
metals in varying concentrations and the economic value differs from metal to metal. Hence, 
recycling initiatives have been focused on recovering the maximum amount of metals, with 
particular emphasis on the high-value precious metals. Yet, not much consideration has been put 
into developing recycling techniques that are greener and more sustainable.  
1.4 Towards Sustainable Extraction and Recovery Processes 
The mounting volume and flow of electronic waste can clearly lead to severe 
environmental and human consequences, if not addressed in the near future. As more and more 
PCBs are landfilled, the availability of easily mineable elements, particularly metals, decreases, 
disturbing the overall material cycle. The economic value and high content of the metals, base and 
precious metals, in PCB continue to drive the recycling of e-waste. Currently, the processing and 
treatment of PCB is not sustainable; thus, new, environmentally-friendly approaches to recycle 
and recover valuable components from waste PCBs are urgently needed. The processing and 
recycling of PCB is a multi-faceted challenge, as demonstrated by the detailed analyses of the 
various treatment methods. Every individual process is just as imperative as the collective process, 
beginning with the collection of the electronic scrap and ending with the metal recovery for reuse. 
The heterogeneity in the chemical composition of PCB and the toxicity of the materials contained 
in PCB present important challenges to the recycling methodology. 
Disassembly of the waste PCBs, particularly separation of the hazardous components from 
the non-hazardous materials, is a crucial step in the minimization of toxicity concerns during 
processing. Upon the dismantling of PCB, physical techniques are used to separate the non-metals 
from the metals in PCB. Reduction of the PCB to fine particle sizes below 150 µm is the first step 
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followed by physical separation. Density separation is the most popular option for physical 
separation of the Non-Metallic Fraction (NMF) from the metals. Electrostatic separation (corona 
and eddy current) and magnetic separation are also used to separate materials based on differences 
in electrical conductivity and magnetism (ferrous vs. non-ferrous). The NMF can often be recycled 
for reuse in filler materials and composites. One growing field of research in physical processing 
is Disassembly Process Planning (DPP), which focuses on the innovation of disassembly facilities. 
The objective of DPP is to develop procedures and tools for improved disassembly strategies and 
configuration of disassembly systems [32]. Disassembly could become a more attractive and 
feasible option for the recycling of small devices, such as mobile phones, since smaller scraps are 
easier to disassemble. Apple has capitalized on this concept via their iPhone dismantling robots, 
Liam and Daisy. As scientists develop new materials and smarter designs for electronic equipment, 
the low cost and high technological concepts of these new electronic components could weaken 
the long-term feasibility of component recycling by physical techniques. Regardless, nearly all 
existing and potential treatments for PCB require mechanical processing; even the most advanced 
hydrometallurgical methods involve some form of mechanical treatment.  
Chemical techniques for the separation of the NMF from the metals generally involve 
degradation of the plastics through either chemical solvents, pyrolysis, or supercritical fluids. 
Pyrolysis is the main method used to decompose the plastics, whereas supercritical fluids are a 
newer development. One of the major concerns during pyrolysis is the presence of dioxin 
precursors in the pyrolysis oil. Thus, different compounds and catalysts, such as CaCO3 and Fe2O3, 
are often added to subdue these precursors. More recently, a number of research articles on 
supercritical fluids have shown that supercritical H2O and other supercritical solvents are effective 
in the removal of plastics from PCB. With more research on the efficacy of supercritical fluids for 
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the decomposition of plastics underway, pyrolysis may no longer be the most popular option for 
chemical separation of the non-metallic fraction from the metals in PCB. 
For the extraction of metals from PCB, pyrometallurgy is the most traditional route. 
Pyrometallurgy is advantageous since the feed can be any form of electronic scrap, but the 
drawback is that the product stream is hard to control. The refining processes are not selective, and 
as a result, many metals are lost during smelting in either the slag or the sludge. Pyrometallurgy 
also runs the risk of dioxin formation and toxin release, especially when the process does not 
include a dust containment/filter system and thorough off-gas treatment process for prevention and 
containment. 
 Hydrometallurgy offers better control, more precision, and is a greener option compared 
to the high operating temperatures of pyrometallurgy. Most hydrometallurgical processing focuses 
on copper and precious metal recovery. Acid leaching is most frequently used, where sulfuric acid 
is the superior reagent for Cu leaching. Nitric acid is another effective reagent, but these inorganic 
acids, sulfuric and nitric acid, have poor leaching selectivity in subsequent processing steps. 
Alternatively, ammoniacal-based leaching has high selectivity towards copper. For Au leaching, 
thiosulfate and thiourea seem to be promising leaching options that could replace cyanide 
solutions. Thiosulfate and thiourea are greener solvent systems, but tend to consume large amounts 
of reagent and can suffer from poor stability and slow kinetics.  
 Biometallurgy, which utilizes microorganisms, usually acidophilic groups of bacteria, is 
the most environmentally-friendly route for extraction and recovery of metals from PCB. 
Bioleaching is feasible for the extraction of Cu and precious metals, Au and Ag. Yet, bioleaching 
suffers from low reaction rates, metal precipitation, long reaction times, and bacterial toxicity. 
 Hydrometallurgical routes produce solutions containing a mixture of metals and the 
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recovery of these metals turns out to be a challenging task. Cementation using zinc powders and 
sodium borohydride, solvent extraction using lixiviants, and Cu electrowinning are some of the 
main techniques for metal recovery. While these processes, particularly precipitation techniques, 
cementation and solvent extraction, are well-established, several issues with regards to metal 
recovery from the leached-PCB solution still remain.  
 It is evident that new, sustainable technologies for the recycling of PCBs are urgently 
needed. More studies on effective, efficient, and green metal separation and recovery techniques 
are necessary to overcome the challenges involved with PCB disposal and recycling. New research 
areas to advance include smarter design (automated disassembly, shape memory metals and 
polymers), dry capture technologies (nanotechnology, cryo-milling), biotechnological capture 
technologies (biomaterials, new microorganisms), and sensing technologies (opto-electronic 
sorting, x-rays) [28]. Engineers, lawmakers, and other stakeholders must work together to find the 
gaps in achieving a more economical and environmentally-friendly recycling process.  
1.5 Dissertation Overview 
 The research objectives of this dissertation are to improve the understanding of CO2-
reactive solid-solvent interactions for elemental extraction from unconventional resources and to 
develop separation processes for the recovery of elements from these resources with improved 
sustainability. Chapter 2 explores the potential for storage of CO2 in sub-seafloor basalt offshore 
Washington and British Columbia. Chapter 3 investigates the production of high purity Precipitate 
Calcium Carbonates (PCC) from industrial waste, specifically steel slag, via CO2 mineralization. 
After developing an understanding of the reactions between CO2 and mineral (metal-silicate-
oxide) systems and showing the significance of these studies to CO2 storage and utilization, the 
second half of the thesis is dedicated to improving current separation and recovery methods of 
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metals from electronic waste, involving the usage of CO2. Chapter 4 reviews established separation 
and recycling techniques in the processing of e-waste, while also highlighting recent progress in 
the development of greener recycling pathways for the treatment of e-waste. Chapter 5 explores 
the use of supercritical CO2 (scCO2) in the extraction of metals from e-waste, specifically Printed 
circuit boards (PCB). A novel treatment scheme for the enhanced extraction of Cu from small 
pieces of PCB is developed and presented. Finally, Chapter 6 explores the recovery of Co and Ni 
from spent Lithium Ion Battery (LIB) waste by electrochemical methods.  
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GEOLOGICAL STORAGE OF CO2 IN SUB-SEAFLOOR BASALT 
OFFSHORE FROM WASHINGTON STATE AND BRITISH COLUMBIA 
 
 This chapter highlights laboratory geochemical studies as part of a pre-feasibility study to 
evaluate the technical aspects of storing 50 MMT of CO2 in an ocean basalt reservoir offshore 
from Washington State and British Columbia, called the Cascadia Basin. Sub-seafloor basalts are 
Earth-abundant and allow for CO2 mineralization as a long-term storage method. Core samples 
from the Cascadia Basin were acquired and used to measure the dissolution rates of CO2–basalt–
water mixtures having different mineralogical compositions and structures. Experiments were 
conducted using a differential bed reactor system to measure dissolution rates in low pH 
conditions, mimicking CO2 injection conditions. The dissolution results indicated large variability 
in reaction rates with the potential for complete mineralization and, compared with prior kinetic 
data from literature, the dissolution rate of these oceanic basalt samples is faster. Preliminary 
numerical simulations using the STOMP-CO2 simulator, a Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
(PNNL)-developed computer code for modeling carbon sequestration in deep saline formations, 
were executed to investigate the anticipated conversion rates to carbonate minerals. The laboratory 
results demonstrated that the massive basalt appeared to be more reactive than flow channel basalt, 
suggesting that the STOMP-CO2 simulations should be adjusted using final laboratory reaction 
rates to estimate the time for complete mineralization of injected CO2. With the adjustment, it was 
predicted that the injected CO2 would be fully converted to carbonate minerals in 100 years or less 





 With the rising concentration of atmospheric CO2, global solutions to capture carbon 
emissions from smokestacks and the air and then store the carbon safely and permanently at an 
industrial scale are urgently needed. The usage of conventional land-based underground reservoirs, 
however, has generated opposition from the affected communities, particularly with regards to 
possible leakage and monitoring concerns over time. Researchers have evaluated the potential for 
CO2 storage in an offshore reservoir, distant from human activity, where more than 100 times the 
annual U.S. emissions of CO2 could be safely mineralized in basalt of the volcanic ocean crust [1]. 
Basaltic rock is abundant in calcium, iron, and magnesium, which react naturally with CO2 to form 
thermodynamically stable carbonate minerals [2-4]. Deep-sea basalt formations offer unique 
advantages over conventional formations for the permanent storage of anthropogenic CO2, such 
as vast reservoir capacities and rapid conversion of the injected CO2 into stable carbonate minerals. 
Iceland’s CarbFix project and the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Wallula program have 
realized rapid in-situ mineralization of CO2 in basalt, demonstrating conversion to carbonate within 
two years, much faster than the anticipated 8–12 years [5-10]. These projects demonstrated carbon 
capture and injection in basalt as a secure and permanent storage pathway. Geochemical and 
laboratory experiments to measure dissolution and carbonation rates in engineered microfractures 
were also performed. The spatial localization of the carbonate minerals as they form in dead-end 
fractures within onshore basalt was determined [11-13]. In this work, the pre-feasibility of 
industrial-scale CO2 storage within a subsea basalt reservoir complex in the Cascadia Basin, 
offshore from Washington State and British Columbia, is assessed from a laboratory geochemical 
standpoint. A detailed inventory of the existing geophysical and geological data was first 
assembled for the selection of a potential location for the storage complex area and an initial 
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reservoir model that demonstrated the feasibility of safe, permanent storage of 50 MMT of CO2 in 
this region was developed. Washington, Oregon, British Columbia, and Alberta were determined 
to be locations with the potential to collect and transport large quantities of CO2 from industrial 
and commercial emitters. This chapter focuses on the laboratory measurements of the reactivity 
rates in basalt formations, particularly investigating the bulk kinetics and reactivities of the 
Cascadia basalt samples. Specifically, the extraction efficiencies of Ca, Mg, and Fe ions from 
basalt were investigated and analyzed. Initial experimental testing was performed on 
representative oceanic basalt to set the experimental boundary conditions. Upon setting these 
conditions, experiments were then performed using basalt samples from the Cascadia Basin. A 
thorough understanding of the fast reaction kinetics far from equilibrium which impact the CO2 
storage capacity within basalt formations was developed. This understanding contributed to the 
technical evaluation of Cascadia Basin for safe and permanent storage of CO2, while also 
furthering knowledge of the reactions between CO2 and basalt, as it pertains to mineral reactivities 
and basaltic formations found in different sites. The development of a rigorous technical 
assessment for potential storage sites remains an important step towards removing and storing 
large amounts of anthropogenic CO2 and providing an essential industrial-scale solution to 
maintain Earth’s habitability.  
2.2 Materials and Methods 
Representative oceanic basalt from a dredge sample retrieved in the Caribbean (KN54-26-
20, R/V Knorr, 1976) was divided into three distinct sections, a surface/altered component, glassy 
component, and non-glassy component, to assess the various reactivities within the basaltic rock 
with different mineralogical compositions and structures. The samples in Cascadia Basin were 
requested from the eastern flank of the Juan de Fuca Ridge (JFR) due to its features common to 
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oceanic ridge flanks, including an extrusive igneous basement overlain by sediments that thicken 
with crustal age [14]. This is significant in the consideration of long-term CO2 storage, because 
the widespread and nearly continuous sedimentary cover provides a low-permeability barrier 
between the permeable oceanic crust and the overlying ocean. Basement rocks remain exposed 
over large areas near the active spreading center, and several seamounts and smaller basement 
outcrops occur east of the spreading center, close to the area where three ocean drilling expeditions 
and extensive site surveys have occurred [15, 16]. The stratigraphy of the eastern flank of the JFR 
shows evidence for propagating and jumping spreading centers, off-axis volcanism, and 
reorientation of ridges and spreading directions [17]. The oceanic crust appears to have undergone 
extensive tectonic modification, which is potentially advantageous for CO2 sequestration, as 
tectonic features may act as natural lateral boundaries to the reservoir storage complexes. A 
composite cross-section illustrating selected seismic data, seafloor bathymetry, and existing drill 




Figure 2.1 The proposed storage reservoir is located in permeable pillow lavas, fractured and 
massive flows along a buried basement ridge in the Cascadia Basin (left, colored surface; 
modified from [18]). A seismic image of the basement-sediment contact shows well locations on 
the basement ridge with an exaggerated vertical scale (right; colored surface). 
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The basalt samples from Cascadia Basin were acquired from an ocean drilling expedition at Holes 
U1362A and U1301B, noted in Figure 2.1. In order to study the reaction kinetics with these limited 
samples from Cascadia Basin, oceanic basalt samples were first ground to create a large surface 
area for reactions. The Beckman Coulter LS 13 320 Laser Diffraction Particle Size Analyzer (0.4-
2,000 µm) was used to determine the average particle sizes of the ground basalt samples. The 
following techniques were used to chemically and physically characterize the basalt samples: Zeiss 
Sigma VP Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), PANalytical XPert3 Powder X-Ray Diffraction 
(XRD), and Quantachrome NOVAWin BET Surface Area Analyzer. 
 The Differential Bed Reactor system (DBR), depicted in Figure 2.2, was employed to 
evaluate the dissolution rate of basalt. This reactor system measures the reaction kinetics without 
the need for buffering. A solution of deionized (DI) water (1.5 L) was tuned to pH=3 using 10% 
nitric acid solution to mimic CO2 in water injection conditions. The initial loading of sample was 
controlled at 0.02 g and then increased to 0.50 g of basalt sample to observe higher concentrations 
of Ca, Mg, and Fe. The basalt sample was weighed and placed into the sample holder in the 
reaction vessel and connected to a 10 µm filter. The DBR pump speed was set to 10 mL/min with 
a total sampling time of two hours. All experiments were performed at ambient temperature and 
pressure, 30°C and 1 bar. Sample solution (1 mL) was collected by 10 mL syringe with a 2.5µm 
filter. The sampling time was every 1 min for the initial 6 min, every 3 min until 18 min, then 
every 6 min until 30 min, and every 30 min to the end, for a total of 2 hours. The Inductively 
Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Horiba) was used to determine the 










2.3 Results and Discussion 
 SEM images were first obtained for the surface/altered, glassy, and non-glassy oceanic 
dredge basalt, and the average particle size of each ground basalt sample was determined. Figure 
2.3 displays the SEM images. The relative particles sizes can be observed from the images, though 
there is some clustering.  
 
These samples were then used for dissolution experiments on the DBR and subsequent ICP 
analysis on collected samples yielded the dissolution kinetics for each of these samples. Ca, Mg, 
and Fe extraction efficiencies, calculated from the initial amounts of Ca, Mg, and Fe in the basalt, 
















Figure 2.3 SEM images for surface/altered, non-glassy, and glassy basalt samples with the 

























Non-glassy Basalt pH 3
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Non-glassy Basalt pH 3
Glassy Basalt pH 3
Surface/Altered Basalt pH 3
Figure 2.4 (a) Ca extraction kinetics from non-glassy, glassy, and surface/altered basalt, 
(b) Mg extraction kinetics from non-glassy, glassy, and surface/altered basalt, and (c) Fe 
extraction kinetics from non-glassy, glassy, and surface/altered basalt of oceanic basalt 




Figure 2.4 illustrates the dissolution kinetics for each of these samples under low pH=3 conditions, 
where the non-glassy basalt exhibited the highest Ca and Mg extraction efficiencies, 76% and 
27%, respectively. The glassy basalt and surface/altered basalt displayed comparable reactivity, 
and the Fe extraction was lowest compared to Mg and Ca across all three sections of the basalt. 
Overall, with the exception of Ca extraction, the non-glassy, glassy, and surface/altered basalt 
samples exhibited similar dissolution behaviors. 
The XRD patterns of the non-glassy, glassy, and surface/altered basalt are presented in 
Figure 2.5. Basalt is multi-phase and quite heterogeneous, as expected, and relatively equivalent 
Ca, Mg, and Fe-based phases were observed from the XRD spectra. There were, however, some 
minor differences in the peaks, especially noticeable in the glassy phases. These differences may 
speak to the slightly differing observed dissolution behaviors presented in Figure 2.4.  
Dissolution experiments were then performed using the Cascadia Basin basaltic rock 
samples. A major result from the kinetics study with representative oceanic basalt (glassy, non-
glassy, and surface/altered basalt) was that fine particles (less than 10 µm) would result in 
overestimated reaction rates as seen in Figure 2.4. Thus, the average particle size of the ground 
 Figure 2.5 XRD patterns of non-glassy, glassy, and surface/altered basalt samples. 
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Cascadia basalt was kept at a relatively larger size (~60 µm) than that of the sectioned oceanic 
basalt. The actual injection of CO2 into the Cascadia Basin basaltic formation would create a low 
pH condition (e.g., pH 3), and thus, the majority of experiments focused on the reaction of basalts 
in acidic conditions. There is limited kinetic data available for basaltic rocks and the available data 
generally was obtained at pH 6.5 conditions [19, 20]. Thus, the dissolution experiment at pH 6.5 
was performed using Cascadia Basin basalt to compare the obtained kinetic data with literature 
values. As shown in Figure 2.6, the dissolution rate obtained in this study was higher than those 






































Basaltic glass 1 pH 6.520
Basaltic glass 2 pH 6.520
Figure 2.6 Ca dissolution rates of basaltic rocks taken from [19, 20], including the data from 
this study (Hsu, Park). 
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 The detailed investigation of the dissolution rates of Cascadia Basin basalt from Site 1362 
with an emphasis on the kinetics of Ca, Mg, Fe extraction was finally carried out. All experiments 
were conducted at ambient temperature and pressure. Reaction rate constants (k values) and 
dissolution rates (mol/m2•s) were obtained for the basalt in terms of Ca, Mg, and Fe extraction 
with particular attention given to the flow channel vs. massive basalt cores. Reaction rate constants 
were determined based on the slope of the extraction curves. Sample loading was controlled at 
0.50 g basalt/run for the final sets of experiments, and larger cuts of particles (450-650 µm 
compared to 60 µm initial particles tested) were tested to study the mineralogy variation due to 
particle size cut. A table of measured reaction rate constants for basalt from Site 1301 is shown in 
Appendix A, Section 2.5.1 Table 2.1, and example particle size distributions of the larger cuts of 
particles are illustrated in Appendix A, Section 2.5.2 Figure 2.9. The results showed that larger 
particles (harder basalt components) were more reactive than smaller particles (softer mineral). 
Overall, the massive basalts appeared to be more reactive than the flow channel basalts with 
regards to Ca extraction. Little to no Mg and Fe extraction was observed, and thus, the reported 
dissolution rates are solely based on Ca extraction. It appears that pillow basalts and sheet flow 
basalts have different reactivity and the crystal morphology within the massive and flow channel 
basalt sections has an impact on the extents of Ca, Mg, and Fe extraction. According to the 
literature, plagioclase grains would yield higher Ca extraction vs. olivine grains which would yield 
higher Mg and Fe extraction [21, 22]. The reactivities of Site 1362 Cascadia Basin basalt samples 
were determined using the surface area values obtained from BET measurements. Figure 2.7 
illustrates the measured dissolution rates for all Cascadia basin basalt samples from Site 1362 as a 
function of depth, in parallel with the borehole recovery, stratigraphy, diameter, and bulk density 






 As the depth beneath the sea floor increases, the dissolution rate varies greatly, particularly 
amongst the massive basalt. From the stratigraphy, the flow channel basalt is representative of 
pillow basalts, while the massive basalt is representative of flow basalts. The flow channel basalts 
may be more altered than the massive/glassy basalt, due to increased water-rock interactions in the 
flow channels. The water-rock interactions have the potential to increase the amount of weathering 
and oxidation of the basalt. This is especially relevant since the Cascadia Basin basalts have been 
identified as normal mid-ocean-ridge basalt (N-MORB), which contains olivine and pyroxene 
[24]. Olivine and pyroxene are unstable in weathering environments, weathering and 
metamorphosing through a process known as hydrothermal metamorphism at the surface. The 






















○ Cascadia Flow Channel Basalt
∆ Cascadia Massive Basalt
Flow Channel
Massive
Figure 2.7 Dissolution rates of Cascadia Basin basalt (flow channel vs. massive) vs. depth and 
borehole recovery, lithostratigraphy, diameter, and bulk density data for Hole U1362A, Cascadia 
Basin taken from [23]. 
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regime, where diffusion is more prominent than advection. Further analysis of the stratigraphy 
reveals considerable variation in bulk density, which is particularly pronounced in the flow 
channels. Based upon previous research, bulk permeability values deeper than 150 mbsf tend to 
be an order of magnitude higher than those in the shallow sections [24]. Taken together, these 
differences suggest significant heterogeneity, and could thus explain the variability of the observed 
dissolution rates of the Cascadia Basin basalt. Other contributing factors to the variability may 
include the Thallium (Tl) uptake, the Mg/Ca ratio in the seawater, and hydrothermal fluxes [25-
27]. A systematic decrease in the extent of Tl enrichment and isotopic fractionation has been 
observed with an increase in depth, and the Mg/Ca ratio affects the precipitation of CaCO3. Figure 
2.8 displays the observed dissolution rates based on the calcium content, including literature values 
for some of the individual minerals contained in basalt [13, 28]. The significant variation in 
dissolution rates can further be seen within the narrow Ca composition of the Cascadia Basin basalt 
































○ Cascadia Flow Channel Basalt
∆ Cascadia Massive Basalt
Figure 2.8 Dissolution rates of Cascadia Basin basalt (flow channel vs. massive) and literature 
basalt minerals as a function of % Ca [13, 19, 28]. 
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 Using the existing petrophysical, hydrological, and regional geophysical data and 
published models in the Cascadia Basin region, modeling studies using STOMP-CO2 code 
developed at PNNL were conducted by a collaborating scientist at PNNL [29-31]. Preliminary 
simulations indicated that basalt injectivity is high, but this does not impact the long-term fate of 
injected CO2. A 50 MMT CO2 plume injected over a 20-year period remains well within the 
reservoir area for at least a 50-year period of post-injection monitoring. When geochemical 
reactivities of basalt were incorporated into the model, the injected CO2 was found to be fully 
converted to carbonate minerals in approximately 135 years or less after injection ceases. The 
geochemical reactivity of the ocean basalt samples from the Cascadia Basin derived from the 
laboratory experiments was compared with this model and it was concluded that, in these oceanic 
basalts, mineralization of injected CO2 would indeed convert more quickly.    
2.4 Conclusions 
 The mineralization of CO2 in basalt offers the advantage of safe, long-term carbon storage 
in the form of thermodynamically stable solid carbonates. However, important factors, particularly 
the specific chemistry of the basalt, the porosity, and the permeability of the basalt formation, 
strongly influence the rate of the dissolution reactions. Measurements of the specific reservoir 
properties are essential inputs for effective modeling of the in-situ mineralization process, the 
evolution of the basalt reservoir over time, and the CO2 storage efficiency in these environments. 
Laboratory studies using core samples from the Cascadia Basin were performed to measure the 
dissolution rates of CO2–basalt–water mixtures having different mineralogical compositions and 
structures. Experiments were conducted using a differential bed reactor system to measure 
dissolution rates at low pH and 27-30°C, simulating near-equilibrium reservoir conditions. 
Laboratory results indicated large variability in reaction rates with the potential for complete 
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mineralization and, compared with prior kinetic data from the literature, the dissolution rate of 
these oceanic basalt samples was faster. Using STOMP-CO2, modeling studies to measure 
mineralization rates in ocean basalt were conducted. The laboratory results demonstrated that the 
massive basalt appeared to be more reactive than flow channel basalt, indicating that the STOMP-
CO2 simulations should be adjusted using final laboratory reaction rates to estimate the time for 
complete mineralization of injected CO2. Adjusting the simulations revealed that the injected CO2 
would be fully converted to carbonates in 100 years or less after injection ends. Since the 
laboratory measurements of the reactivities in the Cascadia basalt formations were focused on the 
bulk kinetics in this study, further investigation of specific mineral dissolution rates is necessary 
to enable a more robust assessment of the overall reactivity of the oceanic basalt reservoir in 
Cascadia Basin. Bench-scale experiments on the effects of microfractures on basalt mineralization 
would enhance the understanding of how quickly and where carbonates form within the reservoir 
basalt rocks for permanent CO2 storage. Overall, the dissolution rates of the oceanic basalt 
(Cascadia basin basalt) were faster than previously reported data, indicating potential for the CO2-
basalt-water system as a means for CO2 storage.  
2.5 Appendix A 
2.5.1 Reaction Rate Constants for Cascadia Basin Basalt  
The reaction rate constants for Cascadia Basin basalt were determined through graphical 
analysis of Ca, Mg, and Fe extraction curves. Table 2.1 displays the values of the reaction rate 
constants for basalt from Site 1301 (different core sections-16R and 32R), distinguishing between 
the flow channel and massive basalt samples. The massive basalt samples appeared to be more 






2.5.2 Particle Size Distributions for Large Particle Cuts from Cascadia Basin Basalt  
 As discussed, larger cuts of particles (450-650 µm compared to 60 µm initial particles 
tested) were tested to study the mineralogy variation due to particle size. Fine particle sizes are 
less realistic in terms of the actual CO2 injection, as the grain size of basalt will not be as fine as 
60 µm. Figure 2.9 depicts the particle size distributions for four different basalt samples from Site 
1362.  
 Flow Channel (U1301B 16R 1W 40/44) Massive (U1301B 32R 2W 101/107) 
Ca k1 [min-1] = 0.00112 k2 [min-1] = 0.000892 k1 [min-1] = 0.002832 k2 [min-1] = 0.000461 
Mg k [min-1] = 0.000964 k1 [min-1] = 0.001358 k2 [min-1] =0.000462 
Fe k [min-1] = 0.001 k1 [min-1] = 0.000768 k2 [min-1] =0.000312 






















Sample dp, avg (µm)
U1362A 6R 1W 448
U1362A 14R 1W 484
U1362A 17R 5W 623
U1362A 18R 5W 657
Figure 2.9 Particle size distributions for four different basalt sections from Site 1362 
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TAILORED SYNTHESIS OF HIGH PURITY PRECIPITATE CALCIUM 
CARBONATES (PCC) FROM INDUSTRIAL WASTE  
 
In Chapter 2, it was demonstrated that carbon mineralization is a promising option for CO2 
sequestration. The engineered weathering of silicate minerals as a means of permanent carbon 
storage affords many advantages, particularly the abundance of naturally occurring Ca and Mg-
bearing minerals and the formation of environmentally benign and geologically stable solids via a 
thermodynamically favored reaction. Chapter 3 explores the carbonation of industrial waste, such 
as steel slag, as a potential carbon management pathway. Two types of slag, Slags A and B, were 
used to synthesize precipitate calcium carbonates (PCC), which are extensively used as filler 
material in paper products. The extraction of Ca from slag was investigated by employing various 
Ca-targeting ligands to accelerate the rate-limiting dissolution step. The ligand, citrate, performed 
best for Slag A and increased the Ca extraction rate from 30% without ligands to 62%. A combined 
ligand system exhibited further enhancement of slag dissolution rates, up to 79% Ca extraction 
from Slag A. The subsequent study on the formation of PCC via heating, base addition, and air 
bubbling, illustrated that the Ca-rich solution derived from slag dissolution could be used to 
produce PCC with a narrow particle size distribution and high purity. PCC formed relatively 
quickly so that there was no need for seeding and the average particle size of PCC produced 
matched the size of PCC in the market. Overall, the proposed slag utilization process shows 






The increasing concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, mainly due to fossil fuel 
carbon emissions, could have a long-term, adverse effect on the climate and is considered to be a 
key contributor to global warming. In fact, global carbon dioxide concentrations have surpassed 
400 parts per million in recent years, and in 2014, the global fossil fuel CO2 emission estimate 
reached an all-time high, 9855 million metric tons of carbon dioxide [1]. In terms of greenhouse 
gas emissions as a whole, CO2 from fossil fuel and industrial processes accounted for over 50% of 
the global greenhouse gas emissions in 2010, and CO2 emissions from forestry and land use 
contributed an additional 11% [1, 2]. Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is a key field of ongoing 
research that addresses these issues and works to reduce CO2 emissions. CCS is defined as the 
separation of CO2 from industrial and energy-related sources, transport of CO2 to a storage 
location, and long-term isolation of CO2 from the atmosphere [2]. One major pathway for CO2 
storage is mineral carbonation, the fixation of CO2 in the form of inorganic carbonates. Carbon 
dioxide is reacted with metal-oxide bearing materials, usually calcium or magnesium-containing 
minerals, to form the corresponding carbonates and a solid byproduct, usually silica [2-4]. Mineral 
carbonation is a particularly promising option for CO2 sequestration. The abundance of naturally 
occurring calcium and magnesium-bearing minerals and the potential for formation of 
environmentally benign and geologically stable solids are favorable factors. Yet, a variety of 
challenges, such as slow kinetics and the cost of mining and processing silicate minerals, need to 
be addressed to successfully deploy large-scale carbon mineralization. Thus, the carbonation of 
alkaline industrial wastes, particularly steelmaking slags, has become an advantageous route for 
carbon management [5]. The production of precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) from 
steelmaking slags is especially favorable as PCC is used as filler material in paper, plastics, paints, 
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and coatings. Figure 3.1 illustrates the scales of industrial alkalinity production, as well as a visual 
representation of steel slag produced from a plant in China. Steel slag is produced in a large amount 
and is thus a promising potential reserve. Currently steel slag is mainly utilized in cement 
manufacturing and concrete aggregates. While industrial waste is less abundant than natural 
minerals, the reactivity of industrial waste, specifically steel slags, is much higher than that of 
minerals. If the carbonation of industrial wastes, such as steel slags, can be combined with the 




Researchers have focused on both the carbonation of naturally occurring calcium and 
magnesium-bearing minerals and the carbonation of alkaline industrial wastes, such as waste 
concrete and steelmaking slags. Different mineralization processes have been investigated, such 
as the use of an extraction agent to promote Ca and Si extraction and the pH swing process, which 
involves the addition of acid in the extraction process, followed by base addition to enhance CO2 





















extraction agent, together with the addition of NaOH, an acid neutralization agent, during the 
carbonation process, to produce PCC [7-13]. With this methodology, researchers have investigated 
purifying the leachate with selective leaching and carbonation for high-quality PCC synthesis as 
well as eliminating solid waste generation via the production of zeolitic materials from solid slag 
residue [7, 8]. Another mineralization process that has been proposed is a recyclable reaction that 
builds upon the pH swing process, in which an ammonium salt solution, such as NH4Cl, is used 
for Ca extraction [14-16]. In the case of NH4Cl solution, ammonia is generated as the extraction 
reaction proceeds, producing alkaline conditions which are favorable for CO2 absorption. As CO2 
gas reacts with the extraction solution, causing precipitation of CaCO3, the NH4Cl solution is 
regenerated. For general ammonium salt solutions, the solution is regenerated during carbonation 
and recycled in a similar manner. Most research involving the usage of ammonium salt solution 
for extraction of Ca from slag and production of PCC has focused on the chemical kinetics of the 
process via modeling and experimentation. The extraction rate was found to depend primarily on 
the particle size and chemical properties of the slag, and the extraction temperature was found to 
have little to no effect on the kinetics [15]. In further studies, the grain size of the slag was found 
to have a significant effect on the mass transfer rate, and the solid to liquid ratio had an impact on 
the extraction efficiency. The smaller the grain size and the smaller the solid to liquid ratio, the 
higher the extraction efficiency [17]. Additionally, researchers have looked at unpressurized thin-
film carbonation and pressurized slurry carbonation to accelerate mineral carbonation of stainless 
steel slags [18]. 
For this study, two types of industrial steelmaking slag, Slag A and Slag B, were used to 
synthesize Precipitate Calcium Carbonates (PCC). Various Ca-targeting ligands were employed to 
accelerate the rate-limiting Ca extraction step and the reaction conditions, specifically, temperature 
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and pH, were optimized to tailor the physical and chemical properties of the produced PCC. The 
pH swing process was utilized, particularly for carbonation, as base, NH4OH solution, was added 
into solution during the precipitation process. Additionally, precipitation via air bubbling (no base 
addition) was investigated for calcium carbonate formation. Figure 3.2 presents a general summary 
of the conversion process of steelmaking slag to PCC. Slag dissolution at low pH and room 
temperature is first performed, followed by precipitation with CO2 at high pH and 82°C. The 
governing reactions for this synthesis process are shown in the list of Equations 3.1-3.6 below. 
 
CO2 Hydration:                                          CO2 (g) ® CO2 (aq)                                                           3.1 
                                        CO2 (aq) + H2O « H2CO3 (aq)                                                   3.2 
                                             « H+ (aq) + HCO3- (aq)                                  3.3 
Slag Dissolution:         CaSiO3 (s) + 2H+ (aq) ® Ca2+ (aq) + H2O + SiO2 (s)                            3.4 
Carbonate Formation:     Ca2+ (aq) + CO32- (aq) ® CaCO3 (s)                                                 3.5 







3.2 Experimental Method 
The extraction of calcium from Slags A and B using different ligands was investigated via 
the Differential Bed Reactor system (DBR) in the laboratory. Five ligands, acetate, picolinate, 
glutamate, gluconate, and citrate, were evaluated for the extraction of calcium from the slag. These 
ligands were selected based upon previous work in mineral carbonation [19]. Table 3.1 shows the 
five ligands, their complexes with calcium, and their stability constants.  
 
 
Ligand Molecular Formula Ca-Complex Log(b) 






Glutamate C5H7NO42- CaL 2.1 








Dissolution at low pH
DI H2O + ligands
Slag T= 30°C
CO2 (PCO2 = 1 atm)








CO2 (PCO2 = 0, PN2 = 1 atm ~ 1 atm)
Figure 3.2 General experimental process diagram of PCC synthesis from slag: 1) dissolution 
at low pH and room temperature and 2) precipitation at high pH and 82°C. 




Low pH conditions have been shown to be most favorable for Ca extraction. Therefore, the pH 
value of the solution was held constant at 3 [19, 20]. The activity of the ligands as a function of 
pH were simulated in Visual MINTEQ and Figure 3.3 depicts the simulation results. Gluconate is 
not presented due to its absence in the Visual MINTEQ database.  
 
The Differential Bed Reactor system (DBR), depicted in Figure 3.4, was used to test the 
performance of each ligand. Each ligand (0.01 M) was dissolved in deionized (DI) water (1.5 L) 
and the ligand solution was then tuned to pH=3 using 10% nitric acid solution. 0.02 g of slag was 
placed into the sample holder in the reaction vessel and connected to a 10 µm filter. The DBR 
pump speed was set to 10 mL/min with a total sampling time of two hours. Sample solution (1 
mL) was collected by 10 mL syringe with a 2.5mm filter and diluted to 10 mL with deionized 
water. The sampling time was every 1 min for the initial 6 min, every 3 min until 18 min, then 
every 6 min until 30 min, and every 30 min to the end. The same experimental procedure was 
repeated for mixtures of ligands chosen based off the performance of the individual ligands. Two 
ligands (each 0.01 M) were dissolved in DI water (1.5 L), and the solution pH was tuned to 3. All 




















Figure 3.3 Ligand activity vs. pH for citrate, glutamate, picolinate, and acetate as simulated 
in Visual MINTEQ. 
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(ACTIVA-M, Horiba Jobin Yvon Inc., Edison, NJ) was then used to measure the concentrations 
of Ca and Si in all of the collected samples. 
 
The extraction of calcium and silicon from the slags using the optimal ligand mixtures was 
next evaluated in a batch experimental system. Figure 3.5 illustrates the batch reactor experimental 
set-up. 0.04 M solution of each ligand was prepared with DI water (300 mL) in a round-bottom 
flask, with the concentration selected based off the solubility of the ligands in water. The 
temperature of extraction in the batch system was maintained at 30°C, the total reaction time was 
four hours, and 3% slurry density was used (9 g of slag in 300 mL solution). Two cases were 
investigated, namely fixed initial pH and CO2 bubbling. In the fixed initial pH case, the initial pH 
of the solution was set to 3 using 2% HNO3 solution, the slag was then added, and the pH was 
allowed to drift for 4 hours. In the CO2 bubbling case, 150 mL/min CO2 was bubbled continuously 
into the solution for 4 hours without tuning the pH at the start of the reaction. Samples were 
collected at similar intervals as in the DBR experiments, and the ICP-OES was used to measure 
the concentrations of calcium and silicon in all of the collected samples. The pH was continuously 





















PCC was then synthesized from Ca-rich solution derived from the slags. The synthesis was 
performed using the batch reactor system and was divided into two main steps. To start, calcium 
extraction from the slags was performed using ligand solution. The ligand solution was prepared 
by dissolving two ligands (0.04 M) in DI water (300 mL) at 30°C (ligand solution). Slag (9 g) was 
added into the solution and CO2 (150 mL/min) was bubbled into the solution for 30 minutes. The 
solution was then filtered using Whatman No. 2 filter paper and heated from 30°C to 82°C in a 
heating bath. In the second step, precipitation was performed at 82°C for one hour via two methods. 
For the first method, base addition, the solution pH was raised to pH=9 with 50% NH4OH solution 
followed by CO2 bubbling (150 mL/min) for 1 hour. During the CO2 bubbling, the pH of the 
solution was controlled between pH=8 and pH=9 using 50% NH4OH solution. The precipitated 
PCC was then collected via filtration using Whatman No. 2 filter paper, thoroughly washed with 
distilled water, and dried for 24 hours at 105°C for further analysis. For the second method, air 
bubbling, the pH of the solution was not altered and air (400 ppm CO2 in N2) was bubbled into the 
Figure 3.5 Schematic of bath reactor system with mass flow controllers (MFC) and the 
heating-stirring block and bubble column.  
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solution (150 mL/min) for 1 hour. The precipitated PCC was then similarly filtered out and dried 
for 24 hours for further analysis. The ICP-OES was used to determine the concentrations of Ca 
and Si in the solution during dissolution of the slags (Ca extraction), heating (temperature ramp), 
and precipitation. During base addition, the volume of the solution continuously changed due to 
pH adjustment with NH4OH, and thus, the concentration of Ca and Si in the solution was not 
measured. Characterization of the synthesized PCC was performed using the following laboratory 
equipment/techniques: Beckman Coulter LS 13 320 Laser Diffraction Particle Size Analyzer (0.4-
2,000 µm), SETARAM LabSys CS Evo TGA-DSC/DTA, Zeiss Sigma VP Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM), PANalytical XPert3 Powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), and Quantachrome 
NOVAWin BET Surface Area Analyzer. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Chemical and Physical Characterization of the Slag 
The particle size distributions (PSD) of the slags were measured using the Particle Size 
Analyzer and are shown in Figure 3.6. Grinding the slag increases the surface area for reaction and 
can thereby accelerate the rates of both mineral dissolution and carbonate formation [21]. The 
average particle size of Slag A was revealed to be 68µm, while the average particle size of Slag B 
was determined to be 413 µm respectively. Slag B was sieved to remove all particles >1 mm in 
size.  In order to better understand the chemical composition of the slags, X-ray Fluorescence 
(XRF) data was provided by SGS Mineral Services in Canada. Table 3.2 lists the XRF results for 
each slag, displaying only the major components. Note that the calcium content in Slag A is much 
higher than the calcium content in Slag B. The X-ray Diffraction (XRD) spectra for each slag is 




























Slag CaO % SiO2 % MgO % Al2O3 % Fe2O3% MnO % TiO2 % Cr2O3 % Na2O % 
A 60.2 18.1 7.4 7.6 0.7 0.21 0.18 0.050 0.040 



















Figure 3.6 Particle size distributions (PSD) for Slag A and Slag B obtained from the 
Particle Size Analyzer. 
 Table 3.2 XRF analysis showing major components of Slag A and Slag B. 
(b) (a) 
Figure 3.7 XRD spectra for (a) Slag A (b) Slag B with identified peaks of the existing phases 
within each slag. 
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3.3.2 Ca Extraction from Slag (Far from Equilibrium) 
Each Ca-targeting ligand forms a complex when interacting with Ca2+ ions in the aqueous 
system. The reaction between the metal ion and ligand is described by Equation 3.7, 
 
																																		𝑚𝑀%& + 𝑙𝐿*+ + ℎ𝐻& ↔ 𝑀/%&𝐿0*+𝐻1&	                                                       3.7 
 
where 𝑀%& and 𝐿*+ represent the metal ion and ligand species in the aqueous solution. The 







where Md represents the total dissolved Ca/Si, which includes free Ca2+ and Si ions and 
complexed Ca species, and Mm represents the total initial amount of Ca/Si in the starting material. 
The transition from the surface reaction limited regime to mass transfer limited regime was 
determined via graphical analysis. The point at which the slope of the extraction curves changed 
was presumed to be the transition point. An example of the graphical analysis for the extraction 
curve of Slag A with citrate is depicted in Appendix B, Section 3.5.1 Figure 3.17.  
The Ca and Si extraction results from Slags A and B for each of the five ligands and a no 
ligand (only DI water) case are illustrated in Figure 3.8. The Ca and Si extents of extraction are 
portrayed with respect to time. The top-performing ligands improved the extent of extraction from 
the zero ligand (DI water) solution. In Slag A, citrate enhanced Ca extraction from approximately 
40% to 62%. Glutamate and picolinate performed best for Slag B, yielding 65-66% Ca extraction 




Figure 3.8 a) Extent of Ca extraction from Slag A, (b) Extent of Si extraction from Slag A, 

























































































































The trend in the extent of Ca extraction from Slag A follows the order of the stability 
constants of the ligands. This correlation between the extraction efficiency and ligand stability 
constants, however, was not observed for Slag B. The differing behavior of the ligands for the 
slags is expected from the XRF results, as Slags A and B have notable differences in composition. 
Slag B is an iron-heavy slag and contains more alkali and alkaline earth metals (Mg, Na), and 
heavy metals (Al, Fe) as shown in Table 3.2. Slag A contains 1.5 times the calcium amount in Slag 
B. Based upon these Ca and Si extraction results, ligand mixtures were chosen to optimize the 
reaction conditions for extraction. For Slag A, citrate, glutamate, and picolinate were selected, and 
for Slag B, glutamate and picolinate were selected. Figure 3.9 depicts the extraction results for the 
ligand mixtures combined with the previous results for the 5 individual ligands as shown in Figure 
3.8. It is evident that the citrate and glutamate mixture performed best for Slag A, achieving 79% 
Ca extraction and 82% Si extraction, as seen in Figure 3.9. Glutamate and picolinate yielded 
improved Ca and Si extraction from Slag B compared to the individual ligands in solution.  
Glutamate and picolinate yielded 67% Ca extraction and 63% Si extraction for Slag B. The results 
from graphical analysis of each extraction curve, specifically the observed k values for the surface 
reaction limited regime (k1) and the mass transfer limited regime (k2), are presented in Appendix 








































0.01 M Citrate 0.01 M Glutamate
0.01 M Picolinate 0.01 M Acetate
0.01 M Gluconate 0.01 M Cit + 0.01 M Pic























0.01 M Citrate 0.01 M Glutamate
0.01 M Picolinate 0.01 M Acetate
0.01 M Gluconate 0.01 M Cit + 0.01 M Pic
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0.01 M Citrate 0.01 M Glutamate
0.01 M Picolinate 0.01 M Acetate




Figure 3.9 (a) Extent of Ca extraction from Slag A using two ligand mixtures, (b) Extent of Si 
extraction from Slag A using two ligand mixtures, (c) Extent of Ca extraction from Slag B using 
one ligand mixture, and (d) Extent of Si extraction from Slag B using one ligand mixture. 
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3.3.3 Ca Extraction from Slag (Batch Case) 
The extraction of calcium and silicon from the slags using these optimal ligand mixtures, 
citrate and glutamate for Slag A and glutamate and picolinate for Slag B, was then tested in the 
batch reactor system. Figure 3.10 displays the measured Ca concentrations and pH values during 
the fixed initial pH and CO2 bubbling experiments. The pH curves demonstrate the differences 




















































































Figure 3.10 Measured [Ca] and pH values in the fixed initial pH and CO2 bubbling cases 
for (a) Slag A and (b) Slag B. 
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In the fixed initial pH case, the initial pH was set to 3 (fast extraction) and the pH was then 
left uncontrolled, rising quickly to high pH ≈ 9-12. The solution pH remained high until the end 
of the reaction. In CO2 bubbling, the pH was not set to an initial value, CO2 saturation lowered 
the pH, and as seen in the figures, the pH oscillated as slag was added and fluctuated in the range 
of pH ≈ 6-8, until equilibration at pH ≈ 7. The Ca concentration was more stable in this case than 
in the fixed initial pH case, as seen in Figure 13. The Ca extraction percentages from Slag A for 
fixed initial pH and CO2 bubbling were 31% and 30% respectively, while the Ca extraction 
percentages from Slag B for fixed initial pH and CO2 bubbling were 27% and 44% respectively. 
The Si extraction results are not shown, as the behavior of [Si] and the pH curves corresponded to 
those of Ca. The extent of Si extraction was low, especially in the fixed initial pH case. The highest 
Si extraction was observed in the CO2 bubbling case. For Slag A, the maximum Si extraction was 
17% in CO2 bubbling, and for Slag B, the maximum Si extraction was 30% in CO2 bubbling. In 
general, the CO2 bubbling condition resulted in higher Ca and Si extraction from the slag samples 
compared to the fixed initial pH condition.  
3.3.4 Carbonation Combined with Ca Extraction for the Synthesis of PCC 
The synthesis of PCC using the optimized reaction conditions with ligand mixtures and 
CO2 bubbling was evaluated. Based on the Ca extraction results from CO2 bubbling in the batch 
system, the peak dissolution rate for Ca extraction occurred within 30 minutes (highest [Ca]). 
Consequently, in the tailored synthesis of PCC, dissolution was performed for 30 minutes, 
followed by the temperature ramp (heating) and precipitation processes (air bubbling vs. base 
addition). 82°C was chosen as the final temperature for precipitation, as previous research has 
shown enhanced precipitation and controlled seeding at this temperature, producing PCC with a 
fine particle size distribution [9, 19]. The measured pH, temperature, Ca concentration, and Si 
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Figure 3.11 Measured pH values, temperature, [Ca], and [Si] for Slag A during 


















































Figure 3.12 Measured pH values, temperature, [Ca], and [Si] for Slag B during 
(a) base addition and (b) air bubbling precipitation. 
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In comparing the curves in Figures 3.11 and 3.12, the extent of Si extraction from Slag B 
appeared to be much higher than the extent of Si extraction from Slag A. Specifically, the Si 
extraction reached 14% for Slag A and the Si extraction reached a maximum of 30% for Slag B. 
This correlates with the observed results from the aforementioned CO2 bubbling batch experiment. 
Both figures demonstrate similar trends during Ca extraction, depicted by the [Ca] curves, with 
precipitation occurring during the temperature ramp, as expected [19]. One slight difference in Ca 
extraction was observed in Slag A during base addition precipitation, particularly with the reaching 
of a maximum [Ca] before decreasing to the same concentration as in the air bubbling precipitation 
case.  During air bubbling precipitation for Slag A, complete precipitation of the extracted Ca 
occurred. If the data points after the temperature ramp were to be extrapolated in the base addition 
precipitation case for Slag A, complete precipitation of the extracted Ca would likely be observed 
as well. The observed [Ca] curve indicates that the temperature ramp nearly precipitated all of the 
extracted Ca from Slag A. This effect was not as strongly observed for Slag B, as some Ca 
remained after the temperature ramp. Nevertheless, nearly complete precipitation occurred during 
the air bubbling precipitation that followed. The pH and temperature curves present the controlled 
conditions of the experiment with respect to the Ca and Si extraction, and were generally consistent 
across both figures. One small difference in the temperature ramp having a much longer duration 
in the base addition precipitation case for Slag B (Figure 3.12a) was due to the usage of a slower 
heater, a water bath with a heating coil.   
3.3.5 Characterization and Evaluation of Synthesized PCC 
Figure 3.13 shows the particle size distributions (PSD) for the base addition and air 
bubbling precipitation cases. Table 3.3 lists the average particle sizes for all produced PCC 
samples, as well as the surface areas and pore size volumes calculated from BET measurements. 
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The last column of Table 3.3 displays the estimated percentage of CaCO3 formation, calculated 
from the total carbon percentage of each sample. The Total Carbon Analyzer in the laboratory was 
used to determine the total carbon content in each sample. The base addition precipitation process 






































Slag A base add. 4.8 19.8 0.041 82 
Slag A air bubb. 11 6.6 0.013 82 
Slag B base add. 2.9 178 0.067 66 
















Slag A PCC air bubbling
Slag A PCC base addition
Slag B PCC air bubbling
Slag B PCC base addition
Figure 3.13 Particle size distributions for PCC produced from Slags A and B by the 
air bubbling and base addition cases. 
 
Table 3.3 Characterization results of synthesized PCC (average particle size, specific surface area, 
total pore volume, and % CaCO3 formation. 
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The thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) was used to understand the decomposition 
behavior of the PCC samples and to compare the produced PCC to pure CaCO3. The heating rate 
was set to 7.5 K/min, and the maximum heating temperature was set to 875°C. Figure 3.14 displays 
the TGA results for all PCC samples produced from the slags. The minor decomposition peak 
observed at 425°C, closely matches the decomposition curve for magnesite (MgCO3), which is 
valid since the slags do contain Mg based upon the XRF results. The major peak resembles that of 
calcite (CaCO3), which confirms that the synthesized PCC from the slags is the desired product. 
The slight shifts in temperature and weight percent indicate that the PCC produced from Slag A 

















X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed to gain a qualitative understanding of the chemical 
compositions and structures of the synthesized PCC samples. Figure 3.15 shows the acquired XRD 
spectra compared to the reference XRD spectrum of calcite (CaCO3). As illustrated by the figure, 















Slag A PCC air bubbling
Slag A PCC base addition
Slag B PCC air bubbling
Slag B PCC base addition
Figure 3.14 Decomposition curves obtained from the TGA for PCC derived from Slags A 
and B via base addition and air bubbling. 
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bubbling); visible differences were not easily observed. From the qualitative XRD analysis, the 
synthesized PCC samples exhibited similar compositions. The major peaks of all PCC samples 






















Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used to evaluate the physical morphology of 
the PCC samples derived from the slags. Figure 3.16 depicts the SEM images of the PCC samples 
and provides the average particle sizes of the samples. There are three distinct structures of PCC 
(CaCO3): needle-like aragonite, spherical vaterite, and rhombic/cubic calcite [22]. Nearly all of 
the synthesized PCC samples from slag showed spherical morphologies, resembling vaterite. 
However, for Slag B PCC from the base addition case (Figure 19c), the SEM image revealed cubic 
morphologies. This is indicative of calcite. Calcite is the most thermodynamically stable form of 
PCC, but vaterite is more commonly found in nature and is commonly produced during mineral 
 
Figure 3.15 XRD spectra for all produced PCC samples and calcite for comparison. 
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processing and treatment [23-25]. Cubic calcite was observed in the Slag B PCC base addition 
case likely because of the long aging time (300 minutes vs. 130 minutes of total reaction time), 
specifically during the temperature ramp (heating). This was shown in Figure 3.13a, the pH, T, 
[Ca], [Si] figure for PCC derived from Slag B under the base addition condition, and was noted 
previously. Several studies have indeed shown that longer aging times favor the formation of cubic 
calcite, especially since it is the most thermodynamically stable form [24-30].  
 
 
Figure 3.16 SEM images of (a) Slag A PCC base addition, (b) Slag A PCC air bubbling,               





Even in the absence of ligands, protons react with the steel slag to extract Ca ions from the 
mineral surface. Yet, when using the Ca-targeting ligands, both protons and the ligands (e.g. 
citrate) can react with steel slag to extract Ca ions from the complex slag matrix. The Ca-targeting 
ligands decrease the activity of Ca ions in the aqueous system by forming soluble Ca-ligand 
complexes, which promotes dissolution of the slag. We have demonstrated that the addition of 
ligands yields a much faster dissolution process than a process without the Ca-targeting ligands.  
The synthesis of PCC from Ca-rich solutions derived from two slags, Slag A and B was 
investigated using the Ca-targeting ligands (citrate, glutamate, and picolinate).  The rate of 
dissolution from these slags was enhanced and the extents of Ca and Si extraction were reported. 
Citrate particularly performed well for Slag A and increased the Ca extraction rate from 40% to 
62% (20~30 ºC, citrate concentration = 0.01 M). The maximum Ca extraction for Slag B was 65% 
in the presence of glutamate and picolinate. The highest performing ligands for each slag were 
mixed together, and the combined ligand system resulted in further enhancement of slag 
dissolution, up to 79% Ca extraction from Slag A. The subsequent study on the formation of PCC 
suggests that the Ca-rich solution from slag can be used to produce PCC with a narrow particle 
size distribution and high purity. Using CO2 bubbling, heating (T=82ºC), air bubbling, and base 
(NH4OH) base addition, PCC formed relatively quickly so that there was no need for seeding. The 
average particle size of PCC generated was about 3-8 microns, which matches the size of PCC in 
the market. The physical morphologies of the produced PCC were also favorable, as vaterite is 
often utilized as a coating agent in biomedical, personal care, and biomaterials industries and as a 
material agent in the construction of buildings. Calcite is most commonly used as a filler in plastics 
and paint due to the superior appearance it produces in the end product. These results show great 
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promise in terms of the extraction and production of precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) from 
slag. However, further studies on the long-term behavior of the slags under extraction with ligands 
are necessary to better understand the ligand effect. To develop a fuller understanding of the effect 
of increasing temperature on precipitation, more studies in which combined heating and bubbling 
of CO2 or air are investigated, would be insightful.  Essentially, this would involve eliminating the 
heating step in the proposed process and proceeding directly to the last step (precipitation), with 
an increased overall reaction time.   
The carbonation of industrial wastes was successfully combined with the production of 
value-added products, PCC, via a novel synthesis method involving ligands, heating, and two 
different precipitation processes. The proposed method for tailored synthesis of PCC from steel-
making slags shows promise as an advantageous route for carbon management and could improve 
the overall sustainability of heavy industry technology.  
3.5 Appendix B 
3.5.1 Graphical Analysis of Extraction Curves for k-value Determination 
The transition from the surface reaction limited to mass transfer limited regime was 
determined by identifying where the slope of the extraction curves changed. Figure 3.17 provides 
an example of the graphical analysis for the extraction curve of Slag A with citrate. The k-values 
for each extraction curve were obtained from graphical analysis, and Figure 3.18 presents the 


















































































































(d) Si extraction from Slag B 
(b) Si extraction from Slag A 
Figure 3.18 kobs for the surface reaction limited (k1) and mass transfer limited (k2) regimes 
during (a) Ca extraction from Slag A, (b) Si extraction from Slag A, (c) Ca extraction from Slag 
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE TREATMENT AND PROCESSING OF 
ELECTRONIC WASTE   
 
Chapters 2 and 3 outlined and detailed studies on CO2 storage and mineralization, 
demonstrating the potential to store carbon in oceanic basalt in the Cascadia Basin and to produce 
high purity PCC from steel slag waste. By extracting Ca and Mg from the industrial waste and 
basalt, stable, harmless carbonates are formed via reactions with CO2. Chapter 4 transitions to the 
recovery of metals from electronic waste and provides an overview of existing processing 
methods, while also highlighting recent advancements towards sustainable metal extraction and 
recovery processes. The recycling of PCBs, a complex mixture of metals, oxides, and polymer 
materials, as depicted in Figure 4.1, involves many steps and in the following sections, these 


















Figure 4.1 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) schematic with the approximate 
composition of metals, oxides, and polymers. 
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4.1 Pre-treatment: Size Reduction and Separation 
The pre-treatment of PCB generally consists of disassembly, solder removal, and physical 
processing, which then feeds into physical separation techniques. Figure 4.2 summarizes the 
sequence of these steps, beginning with disassembly and ending with physical separation 














The central objective of disassembly is to remove the hazardous components of PCB, minimizing 
the toxic materials in the main feed to the recycling process [1]. Reusable components are also 
targeted during disassembly. Selective and simultaneous disassembly are the two main types of 
disassembly, where selective disassembly is stepwise and simultaneous disassembly occurs in just 
one step. During selective disassembly, specific components are located and removed individually 
with the guiding principle of “look and pick” [2, 3]. The identification of components is the most 














Figure 4.2 Schematic of typical pre-treatment methodology for waste PCBs. 
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components from the board simultaneously. The de-soldered components are then identified and 
sorted by physical properties, such as size and shape. The guiding principle in simultaneous 
disassembly is “evacuate and sort”. While simultaneous disassembly method has a high efficiency, 
it also runs the risk of damaging the components during heating. Since this method requires the 
additional sorting process, the processing time is longer and the cost is higher [2]. Recently, 
researchers have proposed the usage of different air and liquid materials as the heating medium 
for de-soldering, specifically air ovens and water-soluble ionic liquids [3, 4]. Although the 
majority of disassembly processes remain manual, more attention is being given to automatic and 
semiautomatic systems now, with technological companies, such as Apple, at the forefront of 
automatic disassembly. There has been substantial advancement in the development of 
environmentally-friendly technologies for disassembly, reducing the risk of damage to 
components during heating and minimizing pollution from the off-gas [5]. While methods for 
automatic and semiautomatic disassembly have been reported in the past [6], manual disassembly 
has remained the most popular technique. However, since Apple has developed robots, Liam and 
Daisy, that can mechanically disassemble several iPhones at once and recycle the components of 
the iPhones for reuse, the landscape of disassembly may begin to shift. 
Upon removal of the hazardous and reusable components, the remaining waste PCB 
undergoes physical processing, i.e. crushing, shredding, and grinding. Different machinery and 
equipment, such as hammer crushers, cutting mills, and granulators, are used to crush the PCB and 
liberate the metals from the non-conducting, plastic substrates. Shredders and cutters may also be 
used to reduce the size of the boards, in the case that the crushers are not sufficient. Ball milling is 
then performed to pulverize the waste PCBs to powder [7]. It is worthwhile to note that in 
comparison to mineral ores during physical processing, PCBs do not have a specific size fraction 
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when it comes to liberation. This is mainly due to the heterogeneity of PCBs. The non-metallic 
fractions are more brittle and tend to concentrate in finer fractions as opposed to the larger particle 
size metallic fraction [8].  
4.2 Separation of Non-Metallic Fractions 
 The non-metallic fractions (NMF) in PCBs are primarily composed of the polymers and 
flame retarding-plastics. The polymers and plastics can be converted into high-grade fuel products; 
thus, much research has been done on the separation and recovery of NMF from waste PCBs 
through both physical and chemical techniques. 
4.2.1 Physical Techniques 
The aim of physical recycling techniques is to recover the NMF without any loss of 
valuable metals. The physical properties of the particles, including size and shape, may influence 
the efficiency of the physical separation. Three main physical separation techniques are particle 
shape-based separation, electrostatic separation, and magnetic separation. Density separation falls 
under particle shape-based separation, and the most commonly-used form of electrostatic 
separation is eddy current separation. Figure 4.3 outlines a physical separation scheme for the 
separation of the non-metallic fraction from the metallic fraction [9, 10].  
During the grinding process, metals tend to take on a spherical shape because of their 
malleability and ductility, and non-metals (plastics, glass fibers, etc.) tend to remain non-spherical 
in shape, usually as rods or strands, due to stress. Particle-shape based separation takes advantage 
of this difference, along with differences between the densities of metals and the densities of NMF. 













































Figure 4.3 Physical separation scheme for separation of NMF from metals. 
Material Specific Gravity (g/cm3) 
Au, Pt, W 19.3-21.4 
Pb, Ag, Mo 10.2-11.3 
Cu, Ni, Fe, Zn 7.0-9.0 
Al, Ti, Mg 1.7-4.5 
Non-metallic fraction (NMF) 1.8-2.0 
 
Table 4.1 Density differences of PCB components (metals and NMF) 
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 The feed PCB is separated into a light and heavy fraction, where the light fraction floats 
and the heavy fraction sinks. Metals are effectively separated from the plastics through the use of 
liquid mixtures, such as tetrabromoethane and acetone. However, the efficiency of this process is 
low, as the particle size and shape can have a significant impact on the efficiency. Certain metals 
are most effectively separated at a specific particle size; for Cu, this size is 149 microns [7]. 
Density separation has been completed in an inclined separation trough, where over 95% recovery 
of metals was achieved [12]. Researchers have also developed an air classification method that 
capitalizes on the settling velocity of particles [13].  
Electrostatic separation offers several advantages compared to the other physical 
techniques; it is less environmentally hazardous, requires less energy, and is easy to operate [14]. 
The basis of electrostatic separation is electrical conductivity. Electrostatics separates the non-
conducting materials from the conducting ones, usually through a corona source or an eddy 
current. Researchers have reported a need for electrostatic separation to be performed as a multi-
stage process to efficiently separate conductors from semi-conductors and non-conductors [15]. 
For corona discharging electrostatic separation, particle size is a limiting factor, along with the 
pinning effect of larger particles [16]. The efficiency of corona separation has been observed to 
decrease with finer particle size [17]. Recent studies on corona separation focus on novel electrode 
designs. Eddy current-based electrostatic separation depends on the flow of the particles induced 
by the eddy current and the external magnetic field. The eddy current and magnetic field aid in the 
separation of ferrous and non-ferrous metals and the separation of plastics from the plastic and 
metal mixture [18]. In addition to fine particles, coarse particles can also undergo eddy current 
separation. Thus, eddy current separation tends to be favored over corona separation. Figure 4.4 
illustrates a typical eddy current separation scheme. In recent years, researchers have investigated 
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eddy current methods with rotating electrodes or pulsed excitation and have focused on optimizing 
specific operating conditions, the feeding speed and particle radius [19, 20]. Overall, electrostatic 
separators are still limited to smaller particle sizes. After electrostatic separation, the NMF is sent 










Magnetic separation, which uses low special low-intensity drum separators, recovers 
ferrous materials from the non-magnetic fractions of PCB and is only effective for uncrushed PCB 
[1]. Therefore, as depicted in Figure 4.2, magnetic separation is performed first, followed by 
shredding or grinding to fine particle size, and then electrostatic separation of the fines (eddy 
current separation) [21, 22]. The main challenge associated with these physical separation 
techniques, i.e. magnetic separation, electrostatic separation, and density separation, is the 
potential for loss of precious metals.  
From the energy and economic standpoint, all of these physical treatments can incur high 
operating costs. The combined operating cost of wet and dry mechanical treatments (density 







Fr (eddy current force)
Fg (gravity)
Figure 4.4 Schematic of eddy current separation of non-ferrous metals from other 
components (metals, NMF). 
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amount of wear and tear on the crushing tools, decreasing the overall efficiency of the process 
[23]. Recognizing this challenge, researchers have proposed and begun investigating a new 
physical separation technique, called opto-electronic sorting. Opto-electronic sorting uses X-rays 
to sort materials, and allows for separation of BFRs from heavy metals through laser-induced 
breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) and X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) analysis [9]. Though the field of 
opto-electronic sorting is still developing, with support from agencies, such as Advanced Research 
Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E), opto-electronic sorting may become a promising alternative 
to traditional separation techniques.   
4.2.2 Chemical Techniques 
4.2.2.1 Pyrolysis 
Pyrolysis is one of the main routes for chemical recycling of the NMF in PCB. During 
pyrolysis, the plastics are degraded to oil, gases, and solid char, which can then be turned into 
high-grade fuel products and chemical feedstock. Pyrolysis has been carried out at a temperature 
range of 200-700°C and experiments are generally performed in a fixed bed reactor [24-33]. 
Researchers have investigated fluidized bed reactors as well, reporting that pyrolysis in fluidized 
bed reactors results in more degradation than in fixed bed reactors [27, 34]. Some researchers have 
studied different forms of pyrolysis, specifically comparing conventional pyrolysis to microwave-
induced pyrolysis [33]. Pyrolysis of waste PCBs generates approximately 5-18 wt% oil, 5-14 wt% 
gases, and 77-81 wt% solids [27, 28, 30]. The oil contains aromatic compounds, such as phenols 
and the gases are usually composed of CO, CO2, and hydrocarbons. Different characteristics of 
pyrolysis, particularly the particle size and temperature, were found to have varying effects on the 
degradation of the plastics. Although particle size did not have a significant effect on pyrolysis, 
the temperature was important, affecting the overall distribution of liquid, gas, and solid residue 
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[29]. Pyrolysis at temperature greater than 500°C was found to have minimal influence on the 
degradation of NMF and resulting products [30]. Overall, the composition of the pyrolysis 
products depends primarily on the reaction temperature, residence time in the reactor, and type of 
reactor. The pyrolysis oil has a high gross calorific value (30 kJ/kg) due to the aromatic and 
oxygenated compounds it contains. Similarly, the pyrolysis gases are rich in CO, CO2, H2, CH4, 
resulting in high calorific values [30]. Yet, the major challenge associated with pyrolysis lies in 
the pyrolysis oil; the pyrolysis oil may contain large amounts of brominated compounds, hindering 
reuse of the oil, and the potential for dioxin formation still exists in the form of precursors, such 
as dibenzofurans [33]. Consequently, dehalogenation, the removal of the bromine and chlorine 
compounds, and removal of the dioxin precursors is a necessary step [35]. A significant amount 
of research on dehalogenation of plastics has been carried out, with an emphasis on the BFRs and 
the plastic components in PCB [36-41]. The governing chemical reaction for debromination of 
TBBPA during pyrolysis is highlighted in Figure 4.5. Various additives, such as NaOH, CaO, 
CaOH, CaCO3, Fe2O3, zeolite catalysts, and Pd-Fe catalysts, have been shown to aid in the removal 
of the brominated compounds from the pyrolysis oil [33, 42-44]. Catalysts can transform PVC into 







 Figure 4.5 The main chemical decomposition pathway during pyrolysis of TBBPA. 
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4.2.2.2 Supercritical Fluids and Various Solvent Systems 
Organic solvent systems and supercritical fluids for removing the plastic layers of waste 
PCBs have become an attractive alternative to thermal and physical treatments. Solvents, such as 
methanol, acetone, and dichloromethane, have been used to delaminate the PCBs and degrade the 
polymers. Recent work has built upon research on the chemical recycling of polymers, such as PC, 
a major constituent of PCB. Methanol-water mixtures with alkali catalysts, particularly NaOH, 
were shown to effectively recycle PC through alcoholysis at 120-140°C and 10 MPa [45]. These 
solvent mixtures and alkali catalysts have since been applied to the recycling of plastics from e-
waste and PCB. Chemical treatments with dichloromethane and chloroform in combination with 
pyrolysis at 550°C were found to be most effective for recycling of PC from e-waste, while 
methanol, acetone, and toluene were found to be effective for other polymers. The dissolution of 
PC in these solvents was performed at temperatures of 25, 50, and 100°C [46]. Computer 
simulations based on solubility relations have allowed for refinement of the list of existing, suitable 
solvents and optimization of solvent mixtures for enhanced recovery of the polymers from e-waste. 
A two-step extraction method with first a weak solvent followed by a strong solvent, acetone and 
then dichloromethane, was predicted to most readily dissolve the PC from e-waste [47].  
Both sub- and supercritical fluids have been used in the chemical recycling of plastics from 
e-waste and PCB, beginning with water and alcohols. Sub- and supercritical water and methanol 
treatments with Na2CO3 and phenol resin depolymerized the plastics, PC and Polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) [48, 49]. Figure 4.6 depicts the general methodology of a sub- and supercritical 











 PC has been reported to readily decompose into phenol, bisphenol A, and p-
isopropenylphenol, at 130-300°C in water and Na2CO3, where the product yield reached 68% at 
250°C for just one hour [49]. Figure 4.7 shows the chemical reactions that occur during the 
decomposition of PC in the supercritical water system. 
Crushed/Cut PCB
Sub- and supercritical H2O 
treatment
Liquid Gas Residue
Oil H2O Metal Glass Fiber
Figure 4.6 Sub- and supercritical water treatment methodology. 




Meanwhile, supercritical fluids, including water, methanol, isopropanol, and acetone, have 
been extensively studied in the removal and recycling of the plastics from PCB [50-52]. 
Supercritical water (Tc > 374ºC, Pc > 22 MPa) was found to have the highest de-bromination 
efficiency-97.6%, whereas supercritical isopropanol was found to have the highest oil yield for oil 
recovery from the BFR-containing plastics [53]. Since supercritical water, and other supercritical 
solvents have high critical temperatures and pressures, lower temperature and pressure conditions 
would be most optimal. Supercritical CO2 (T > 31ºC, P > 7 MPa) is a better, greener option, with 
recent research reporting an environmentally benign supercritical CO2 process for the delamination 
of PCB [54]. In this process, supercritical carbon dioxide was the main solvent and a small amount 
of water was incorporated into the solvent. It was found that the PCB scraps delaminated easily 
and could further be separated into copper foil, glass fiber, and polymer for recycling. Successful 
delamination of PCB was observed at 180ºC and 13.8 MPa, which is a lower temperature and 
pressure condition compared to previously studied supercritical solvent systems [54].  
4.3 Separation and Recovery of Metals 
The central motivation for recycling of PCBs is the recovery of metals. The main routes of 
metal separation and recovery are pyrometallurgy and hydrometallurgy, where pyrometallurgy 
remains the most traditional, industrially-used treatment. Hydrometallurgy is a recent 
advancement and has gained traction with the burgeoning development of various 
hydrometallurgical techniques, such as bioleaching. Figure 4.8 illustrates the schemes of the two 




















Pyrometallurgy is the most traditional and commonly used route for metal separation and 
recovery, and involves incineration, smelting in plasma arc or blast furnaces, drossing, sintering, 
melting, and gas-phase reactions at high temperatures [55, 56]. More than 70% of waste PCBs are 
treated in smelters, instead of mechanical processing [55]. Crushed PCB is essentially added to the 
raw materials in smelters for separation and recovery of copper and precious metals, Au and Ag. 
Copper smelting processes can be classified as either “bath” or “flash” smelting.  In bath smelting, 
smelting and converting occurs predominantly in a molten or liquid bath, and the concentrate 
comes in contact with the liquid slag and matte.  The matte is converted by air that is injected into 
or on top of the molten bath. In flash smelting, the concentrate is dispersed into an air stream and 
smelting and converting occurs while the concentrate is suspended in the air stream. The Noranda 






















Figure 4.8 Summary of main metal separation and recovery processes. 
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prime examples of streamlined, industrial pyrometallurgical techniques. Essentially, the electronic 
scraps, PCBs, etc., are first fed into a blast furnace, upgraded in a converter and anode furnace, 
and then electro-refined through electrolysis or electrowinning for metal recovery [57-60]. Figure 
4.9 depicts these processing steps in detail based on industrial schemes and shows all products 
streams and subsequent treatments of waste streams [23, 59]. 
 
The Umicore process is more refined with its copper leaching and electrowinning step, followed 
by precious metal recovery steps for increased value of metal recovery. Furthermore, this process 
includes an advanced off-gas treatment that prevents release of toxic materials and reduces human 
and environmental hazards.   
Pyrometallurgy is not without limitations and challenges. On the environmental side, the 
risk of toxic material release and dioxin formation is high, and state of the art smelters, such as the 
Umicore plant, which lower these risks through advanced emission control systems, are quite 
expensive. Smelting is undesirable as it leads to the formation of slag and more industrial wastes. 
On the technical side, integrated smelters cannot recover Al and Fe as metals, only Cu, and 
consequently, the Al and Fe becomes concentrated in the slag. Also, only partial separation of the 
Blast furnace Converter 
>1200ᵒC
Anode furnace ElectrolysisE-waste











Figure 4.9 Pyrometallurgical processing scheme based on industrial copper/e-waste smelting 
process. Adapted from [23, 59]. 
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metals is achieved, resulting in limited upgrading of metal value. Subsequent processing, such as 
electrorefining, is thus needed for complete separation of metals. The ceramics and glass 
components in PCB (refractory) contribute to more slag formation and higher losses of precious 
and base metals from PCB. Finally, precious metals require longer times to separate and recover 
during pyrometallurgy, and are usually not recovered until the end of the whole process [58]. 
Vacuum pyrometallurgy is another form of pyrometallurgy, in which metals with different vapor 
pressures are separated through distillation or sublimation and recovered with condensation. 
Researchers have proposed Vacuum Metallurgy Separation (VMS) for the recovery of Bi, Sb, Pb, 
and other heavy metals [61]. Molten salt mixtures, KOH-NaOH eutectic, at temperatures of 
approximately 250 ºC, have been shown to dissolve the organics along with the refractory and 
ultimately recover Cu [62]. Recent technoeconomic analysis of pyrometallurgy has revealed that 
the e-waste recycling process embedded in copper smelting has potential value and is economically 
feasible with a minimum plant capacity of 30,000 tons of e-waste/year [63]. 
4.3.2 Hydrometallurgy 
Hydrometallurgy is readily controllable, more exact, predictable, and environmentally-
friendly compared to pyrometallurgy. Hydrometallurgical techniques largely involve a series of 
acid or caustic leaches of e-waste followed by separation and purification techniques, such as 
cementation, solvent extraction, ion exchange, and activated carbon adsorption, to isolate and 
concentrate the metals from the leached solutions. Chemical leaching processes have gained 
traction and a plethora of research on leaching has been done in recent years. Figure 4.10 highlights 
the various branches of hydrometallurgy, specifically chemical leaching, where acid leaching is 
most pre-dominantly used, and the metal recovery routes that follow leaching [64, 65]. Currently, 
cyanide leaching is being dismissed as a hydrometallurgical option due to its high toxicity. Other 
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hydrometallurgical processes are either developing or in the early stages of research. Thiourea and 
thiosulfate leaching are the greenest processes compared to caustic acid leaching, while leaching 
with ligands, etching, and bioleaching are less developed and show less economic potential. 
Bioleaching is becoming an interesting and promising option, as recent research has shown, and 
will be discussed in detail later. After leaching, various metal recovery routes are utilized, where 
precipitation is the most commonly used technique. Electrowinning shows potential as an 
electrochemical technique that can be staged efficiently after chemical leaching, especially through 






















































* = for precious metal leaching only
Conventional Greener 
Figure 4.10 Summary of hydrometallurgical leaching and metal recovery techniques. 
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4.3.2.1 Cu and Precious Metal Recovery 
In recent years, most articles have focused on the leaching of copper and precious metals 
from waste PCBs [55, 64, 66-71]. Table 4.2 details four main methods of chemical leaching, the 
key considerations of each extraction chemistry, and the chemical reactions that describe the 
leaching mechanisms. For the governing mechanisms in acid leaching, three different reactions 
are depicted. These reactions involve nitric acid, aqua regia, and sulfuric acid:H2O2 mechanisms 
[64, 72-76]. Acid leaching is currently the most popular leaching method and has many 
advantages, including high leaching rate and fast kinetics, but is quite corrosive. Cyanide leaching, 
which was the standard for gold mining, is being phased out due to its high toxicity. Thiourea and 
thiosulfate are the least hazardous leaching methods, but are not as economically feasible. Thiourea 
has poor stability, thiosulfate has slow kinetics, and both require large amounts of reagent.  
Type of Leaching Example Overall Reactions Considerations 
Acid HNO3 4HNO3	+	Cu	→	Cu(NO3)2+2NO2+2H2O 
Nitric acid cannot be 





Stronger corrosion à 
stricter reactor 
requirements 
Acid Aqua regia 
2Au	+	11HCl	+	3HNO3	→	2HAuCl4	+	
3NOCl+6H2O  
Highly corrosive, metal 
specificity (targeted 
towards Cu recovery with 
chlorides) 
Cyanide NaCN 4Au	+	8CN+→	4Au(CN)T+	+	4e+ 
Slow leaching rate, 
harmful wastewater 
Thiourea CS(NH2)2 Au	+	2CS(NH2)2→	Au(CS(NHT)T)










High selectivity, but high 
reagent consumption 
Table 4.2 Chemistries of main leaching methods and key considerations for each method 
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 Figure 4.11 illustrates the rankings of acid, cyanide, thiourea, and thiosulfate leaching 
among five categories, leaching rate, kinetics, economic feasibility, toxicity, and research level, 
where a ranking of 3 is the most optimal. 
 
Studying leaching more closely reveals several drawbacks associated with different types of acids 
and extraction chemistries [73-76]. Nitric acid (HNO3) is the most commonly investigated leaching 
solution, particularly for the leaching of Cu, Pb, and Sn (solder removal) from waste PCBs [66, 
77-79]. Researchers progressed from HNO3 to aqua regia for the extraction of precious metals, 
focusing on Au [80-83]. In general, the more concentrated the acid in the leaching solution and the 
longer the leaching time, the higher the extraction of metal. Researchers have performed the 
simultaneous extraction and deposition of copper from waste PCBs in nitric acid and aqua regia 
Figure 4.11 Ranking of leaching chemistries among 5 categories, leaching rate, research level, 












Rank 1-3, where 3 is the best
Acid Cyanide Thiourea Thiosulfate
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media [83]. The results indicated that the nitric acid treatment yielded higher Cu recovery than the 
aqua regia treatment. However, the leaching solution could not be used directly for 
electrodeposition of Cu. The high acid content in the leaching solution inhibited deposition of Cu 
[83]. Besides nitric acid, sulfuric acid has become a promising alternative option, and has proven 
to be effective, particularly when combined with an oxidizing agent, H2O2 [71, 73, 82, 84-87]. 
Leaching of waste PCBs, which had been crushed and magnetically separated, in piranha acid 
solution (2 M H2SO4, 0.2 M H2O2) at 85°C for 12 hours resulted in more than 95% Cu extraction 
[73]. The particle size of crushed PCB was found to have a significant impact on the Cu recovery, 
with studies showing that crushed PCB < 1mm in size was optimal for Cu extraction [84]. When 
researchers compared sulfuric acid, sulfuric acid and hydrochloric acid, and nitric acid and 
hydrochloric acid (aqua regia), unsurprisingly, aqua regia yielded the highest Cu extraction [82].  
Aqua regia, known as the universal solvent, is effective for the leaching of Cu, Au, and Ag, 
but its highly corrosive nature prevents it from being industrially realizable, especially when 
human exposure is involved. Sulfuric acid, on the other hand is mildly corrosive, lower in price, 
and much easier to regenerate from the industrial standpoint. With these issues in mind, researchers 
have proposed using alternative chemistries, particularly ammoniacal leaching, which has higher 
selectivity towards copper. Cu forms amine complexes with ammonia and the stability of the amine 
groups is tuned through pH, oxidation potential, and ammonia concentration. Ammonia-based 
leaching chemistries include ammonium carbonate, NH3/NH4Cl with CuCl2 as the oxidant, etc. 
[67, 88]. Another unique leaching chemistry that was recently realized comprised of a Bronsted 
acidic ionic liquid with H2O2 for leaching of Cu from waste PCBs [89]. Ionic liquids have a wide 
liquid-phase temperature range and have numerous distinctive properties, such as negligible 
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volatility, high conductivity, and a wide electrochemical window, making them a potentially 
promising replacement for traditional acid leaching systems [90].  
Precious metal recovery is often combined with Cu recovery, in a sequential leaching 
process involving two different leaching chemistries. The first chemistry is commonly an acid 
leaching chemistry, and the second chemistry is often cyanide, thiosulfate, or thiourea leaching 
solutions for precious metal extraction. Cyanide was traditionally used for gold and silver mining, 
but has since been slowly disregarded as a leaching technique due to its toxicity [91]. Current 
research has focused on thiosulfate leaching of gold and silver, thiourea solutions, and halide 
solutions (chlorides and iodide) [70, 71, 92-95]. Researchers have demonstrated the potential of 
ammoniacal thiosulfate solutions, with 90% Au leached from PCB of mobile phones using copper 
salt, thiosulfate and ammonia [96, 97]. Although 95% Au and 100% Ag was extracted using 
thiosulfate solution, 0.2 M (NH4)2S2O3, 0.02 M CuSO4, and 0.4 M NH4OH, the reaction took a 
significant amount of time, 24 to 48 hours in total [73]. Similarly, thiourea leaching with ferric ion 
as an oxidant has yielded 86% Au and 71% Ag extraction [71]. Yet, the high cost and fast 
consumption of thiourea, are limiting factors in terms of process development and scale-up [70, 
98, 99]. Chloride and iodide solutions have also been investigated, particularly using electro-
generated chlorine for 99.9% Au recovery and using iodide solution with H2O2 for 95% Au 
recovery [100-102].  
The metal recovery techniques listed in Figure 4.10 are for the most part, standard chemical 
processes. Each method brings about concerns related to the chemistry and physical mechanism 







Cementation and solvent extraction are regularly used for metal recovery after chemical 
leaching, but the need for additives, potential for passivation, and sensitivity to impurities are 
major constraints. Zinc cementation results in high reagent consumption and co-precipitation of 
metals, and solvent extraction requires different additives and steady control of the pH of the 
solution. Activated carbon adsorption does not adsorb the gold thiosulfate complex and ion 
exchange resins can lead to resin poisoning, resin swelling, co-adsorption, and passivation [96]. In 
recognition of these issues, researchers are developing new materials for adsorption and working 
to improve existing processes, through hybrid functionalized mesoporous silica gel adsorption and 
alternative resins [79, 96].  
Electrowinning also has its challenges, including sensitivity to pH, high overpotentials, and 
re-dissolution of metals. It is worthwhile to note how recent research on electrowinning has 
elevated it to nearly the same level of popularity as cementation and solvent extraction. Many 
researchers have successfully used electrowinning for Cu and Sn recovery [66, 103-108]. The 
Precipitation Electrowinning 
Cementation Zinc (Merrill-Crowe), sodium borohydride   Concerns: impurities, passivation (ZnOH) 
• Aqua regia, HNO3, HCl 
• H2SO4 
• Ammoniacal solutions 
Concerns: 
Ø Re-dissolution of copper 
Ø NO3- decreases efficiency 
Ø Impurities from other metals 
Ø High overpotential 
 




LIX-79, Cyanex 921, NaOH, alkyl phosphorous 
esters 




Carbon in-pulp (CIP) and carbon-in-leach (CIL) 
Concerns: kinetics, isotherms 
Ion-Exchange Resins: Dowex G51, amberlite, RIP, RIL Concerns: impurities in bath, reagent degradation 
Table 4.3 Detailed breakdown of metal recovery techniques 
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electrodeposition of Cu in membrane electrowinning has low power consumption compared to the 
other metal recovery techniques [105]. Furthermore, electrowinning of precious metals has been 
performed, especially for recovery of gold from ammoniacial thiosulfate leaching solutions [109-
111]. The simultaneous electrowinning of multiple metals, particularly with Cu and Ni and Cu and 
Au, in sulfuric acid and aqua regia baths, presents a promising option for combination of individual 
electrowinning steps. These electrowinning schemes take advantage of differences in the 









Since electrochemical techniques have the potential to reduce power consumption and minimize 
chemical input, recent research has explored the direct electrolysis of waste PCBs to produce Cu 
powder and investigated the integration of leaching and electrochemical recovery processes [112-
115]. Researchers examined the effects of CuSO4•5H2O, NaCl, and H2SO4 concentrations, the 
current density, and the electrolysis time on the current efficiency and size of the recovered Cu 
powder in direct electrolysis [112]. A recent article proposed an integrated scheme with a leaching 
reactor and electrochemical reactor in series for regeneration of the leaching solution; in this 
configuration, parallel electrowinning of copper can be performed [114]. 




Biometallurgy has gradually become a well-established pathway for recovering metals, 
especially copper and gold, from waste PCBs, and is particularly favorable due to low investment 
cost, low environmental impact, and low energy consumption [55]. The technique of biometallurgy 
can be summarized in two main steps: bioleaching and biosorption [76]. Essentially, bioleaching 
employs acidophilic groups of bacteria, most commonly acidithiobacillus ferroxidans and 
thiooxidans [64, 76, 116, 117]. Biosorption is similar to the metal recovery techniques discussed 
earlier but involves biological materials.  
Bioleaching is strongly influenced by the chemical composition of the culture media, the 
particle size of the ground PCBs, and the pH of the solution. The particle size affects the leaching 
time [118]. Two main types of cultures are ferroxidans and thiooxidans, and these bacteria can 
solubilize Cu, Al, Zn, and Ni. Figure 4.13 shows the mechanism by which ferroxidans solubilize 




































Figure 4.13 The bioleaching mechanism of At. ferroxidans. 
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An example of the composition of a culture media is (NH4)2SO4, KCl, K2HPO4, Ca(NO3)2, 
and FeSO4•7H2O [118]. When researchers studied the bioleaching of Cu from waste PCBs using 
ferroxidans, they found that the optimum pH for A. ferroxidans was in the range of 1.8-2.5 and 
that a higher concentration of Fe3+ ions led to faster rates of Cu leaching, reaching 99% Cu 
extraction [119]. The mobilization of Cu ions into solution consumes Fe3+, which is evident in the 
governing chemical reactions for bioleaching with ferroxidans as shown in Equations 4.1 and 4.2. 




𝑂T + 𝐻& → 2𝐹𝑒X& + 𝐻T𝑂                                    4.1 
																																									2𝐹𝑒X& +	𝐶𝑢j → 2𝐹𝑒T& + 𝐶𝑢T&			                                      4.2 
 
Beyond Cu extraction, a recent article reported successful bioleaching of 97% Cu, 84% Zn, 
and 75% Al after 72 hours by ferroxidans [120]. In this work, the kinetics of H+ consumption and 
metal recovery in the bioleaching of waste PCBs was represented by a second order kinetic model 
with the shrinking core model for precipitate production. Novel and new developments on culture 
media include bioleaching using biosurfactant producing bacteria for enhanced Zn recovery (no 
enhancement in Cu and Al recovery) and bioleaching of Cu from PCB using mesophilic bacteria, 
specifically ferroxidans and thiooxidans [121, 122]. The novelty of the article on mesophilic 
bacteria was the incorporation of pyrite, specifically 5-50g/L PyC, as a source of iron and sulfur 
[122]. Pyrite was supplied from a nearby mine and the pH was maintained at 1.7 using sulfuric 
acid. The addition of pyrite enhanced Cu extraction from 24 to 84% at the maximum pyrite 
concentration of 50 g/L PyC, and further decreased the acid consumption by 62%. Researchers 
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attributed the enhancing effect of pyrite to the chemical oxidation of Fe (II) released from PyC, 
which is catalyzed by Cu2+ in the solution [122]. 
Bioleaching of precious metals, Au and Ag, requires different bacterial strains. 
Chromobacterium violaceum (CV) is the most commonly used bacteria for precious metal 
extraction. CV produces CN- and is effective for Au and Ag extraction, yielding over 70% gold 
leaching efficiency [123]. The chemical mechanism of Au leaching using CV is shown in Eqn. 3. 
 
																														4𝐴𝑢 + 	8𝐶𝑁+ + 𝑂T + 2𝐻T𝑂 → 4𝐴𝑢(𝐶𝑁)T
+ + 4𝑂𝐻+                              (3)  
 
Cyanogenic microorganisms, like CV, produce the cyanide lixiviant which reacts with Au for 
leaching, but the cyanide lixiviant is a limiting factor. The lixiviant is derived from secondary 
metabolite HCN produced from glycine using the enzyme HCN synthase, but the HCN metabolite 
(cyanide) produced turns out to be quite limited. Only about 20 mg of cyanide are produced for 
every 1 L of bacteria culture, making scale up to an industrial level a daunting task [123]. Another 
challenge is the difficulty of harvesting CV, as it grows in tropic and subtropical regions and has 
stringent living conditions [124]. As such, a new bacterial strain for leaching Au, Ag, and Cu has 
been developed, Pseudomonas chlororaphis (PC), which produces CN- similarly. Pseudomonas 
strains are easily harvested and currently already employed in industrial applications for 
recovering precious metals from waste PCBs, but are not as strong as CV for the production of 
CN-. Consequently, leaching with PC resulted in just 8.2% Au, 12.1% Ag, and 52.3% Cu 
extraction [124].  
Biosorption is a physico-chemical and metabolism-independent process, involving 
mechanisms such as chelation, coordination, ion-exchange, and complexation, for the removal of 
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metals from solution by biological materials [1, 76]. The physico-chemical interactions occur 
between the metal ions and the charged surface groups of microorganisms. Usually, inactive or 
dead biomass materials are used, as they bind and concentrate metal ions from solutions. Examples 
of biomass include fungi, algae, and yeasts. Brown alga, specifically Fucus vesiculosus, was 
proven effective for the recovery of Au (III), where the optimum gold uptake occurred at pH = 7 
[125]. Marine alga, was also investigated, particularly the species Sargassum natans, with fungal 
cells of Aspergillus niger, Mucor rouxii, and Rhizopus arrhizus as additives [126]. Researchers 
examined biopolymer derivatives for biosorption as well, DEAE-cellulose, for Au recovery and 
reported Au recovery rates over 99% [127].  
Table 4.4 provides a complete summary of the bioleaching techniques in biometallurgy 
















Microorganism Metal Recovery (%) pH  Temp. (°C) Ref. 
Aspergilllus niger Cu, Sn 65% 2.5-2.7 30 128 
Penicillium simplicissimum Al, Ni, Pb, Zn >95% 2.5-2.7 30 128 
Thiobacillus thiooxidans and Thiobacillus 
ferrooxidans 
Cu, Ni, Al, Zn >90% 2.5-2.7 30 128 
Acidithiobacillus ferroxidans Cu 99% 1.5 30 119 
Acidithiobacillus ferroxidans 
Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans 











At. ferroxidans, L. ferroxidans, and At. 
thiooxidans 
Cu 95% 1.70 35 122 
Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans Cu 98% <1.0 30 117 
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans Cu 96.8%, Zn 83.8%, 
Al 75.4% 
2.25 30 120 
Acidithiobacillus sp. and Leptospirillum sp. Cu, Ni 100% 1.5 25 129 
Acidiphilium acidophilum (ATCC 27807) Cu 3.6%, Ni 86% 3.5 26 130 
genera Acidithiobacillus and Gallionella Cu 95% 1.5 30 131 
genera Acidithiobacillus and Gallionella Cu 96.8%, Al 88.2%, 
Zn 91.6% 
2 30 132 
At. ferrivorans, At. thiooxidans, 
Pseudomonas fluorescens, and 
Pseudomonas putida 
Cu 98.4%, Au 44% 1.0-1.6, 7.3-8.6 23 133 
Sulfobacillus thermosulfidooxidans and 
Thermoplasma acidophilim 
Cu 86%, Zn 80%, Al 
64%, Ni 74% 3.4 45 134 
Chromobacterium violaceum Au 22.5% 9.5 30 145 
Chromobacterium violaceum Au 11.31%, Cu 24.6% 8-11 30 136 
C. violaceum, P. fluorescens and P. 
plecoglossicida Au 68.5% 7.2 30 137 
C. violaceum, P. aeruginosa and P. 
fluorescens 
Au 73%, Cu 83%, Zn 
49%, Fe 24%, Ag 8% 7.2 30 138 
Sulfur-oxidizing bacteria and mixed culture 
of biosurfactant-producing bacteria and 
sulfur-oxidizing bacteria 
Cu 53%, Zn 48%, Ni 
48.5%, Cd 93% 6-8 37 121 
Acidaianus brierleyi, A. manzaensis, M. 
sedula and S. metallicus 
Cu 81.4%, Ni 83.7% 1.5 65 139 
Pseudomonas chlororaphis Au 8.2%, Cu 52.3%, Ag 
12.1% 
7 25 124 
 
Table 4.4 Summary of bioleaching techniques separated by microorganism 
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4.3.4 Use of Supercritical CO2 and Greener Physical Treatments 
4.3.4.1 Treatment with supercritical CO2 
The wide range of hydrometallurgical techniques and chemical treatments for separation 
of plastics has inspired researchers to explore combinations of various processing methods. Some 
researchers have performed experiments with supercritical water and acid leaching for metal 
extraction from waste PCBs [140, 141]. These experiments involved two pre-treatment processes, 
supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) and supercritical water depolymerization (SCWD), in 
combination with HCl leaching. Both SCWO and SCWD were determined to be effective for the 
recovery of Cu, reaching 99.8% Cu recovery, as well as 90% recovery of other metals, Sn, Zn, Cr, 
Cd, and Mn [141]. Researchers have similarly used this approach for precious metal recovery [142, 
143]. The sole disadvantage of incorporating supercritical water into acid leaching is the high 
temperature requirement (420-440°C). Thus, supercritical CO2, which has a lower critical 
temperature, presents a greener alternative. As noted by the red arrow in Fig. 4.11, greener 
treatment processes need to have minimal toxicity, and supercritical CO2 fulfills this need. 
A recent article investigated the use of supercritical CO2 in a piranha acid leaching system 
and reported favorable results with respect to Cu recovery. The supercritical CO2 extraction was 
much faster than atmospheric pressure extraction, and 90% of the Cu in the finely-ground PCB 
was extracted after only 20 minutes of leaching [144]. Building upon this work, supercritical CO2 
(scCO2) extraction using crushed PCB was investigated in the laboratory. The selected reaction 
conditions included pressures in the range of 75-100 bar and temperatures ranging from 35-70ºC, 
where the reaction time was varied from 20 to 60 minutes. The solvent system was controlled at 2 
M H2SO4: 0.2 M H2O2 (piranha acid) and the solid to liquid ratio was lowered to 1:35 compared 
to 1:100 for leaching of pyrolyzed residue in the absence of CO2. Figure 4.14 illustrates the ICP-
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OES measurement results of concentrations for the Cu extracted from the crushed PCB in the novel 












These results were compared to prior results from unpyrolyzed and pyrolyzed chips (no 
CO2) and a blank case (no CO2) conducted at ambient pressure and temperature. The percentages 
in the figure represent estimated Cu recoveries into solution. It is evident that as the reaction 
temperature, pressure, and time increase, the amount of Cu extracted into solution increases. The 
scCO2 solvent system appeared to reduce the reaction time needed to reach high metal recovery 
and yields higher Cu extraction compared to the batch experiment in a beaker at ambient 
temperature and pressure under the 20-minute reaction condition.  
In order to elucidate the effects of scCO2 on the leaching of Cu from PCB, control PCB 
samples with polycarbonate (PC) and copper were synthesized and reacted with scCO2. The 
control PCB particles were placed into the same solvent system (piranha acid) as in the 
Pyrolyzed chip Unpyrolyzed chip No CO2, 20 min, 
25ᵒC, 1 bar, 
crushed 
scCO2, 20 min, 
35ᵒC, 75 bar, 
crushed 
scCO2 60 min, 
50ᵒC, 80 bar, 
crushed  
scCO2 60 min, 









8-12 hour rxn time
Figure 4.14 Cu extraction results for pyrolyzed vs. unpyrolyzed, no CO2, and scCO2 
leaching solutions of PCB. 
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experiments with real PCB particles and the solid to liquid ratio was maintained at 1:40. A reaction 
temperature of 120 ºC and a reaction pressure of 150 bar were used respectively. The total reaction 
time was 6 hours. Figure 4.15 illustrates the observed physical differences in the control PCB 
sample after the 6-hour reaction in the scCO2 solvent system. It can be seen that the polycarbonate 
surface swelled at the reaction conditions, likely due to free volume expansion of the polymer, and 
the surface of the control particle became roughened and translucent, making it difficult to see the 
copper inside. 



















Based upon these observations and results, it was determined that the scCO2 appears 
to physically change and swell the organic polymers (plastics) thereby enhancing metal 
leaching. The morphological change induced by the scCO2 solvent system was found to be 
permanent and investigation into the polymer stability confirmed that the effects were not 
chemical, only physical. Further investigation into the precise effects of scCO2 on the 





Figure 4.15 A comparison of the unreacted control PCB particle (Cu in PC) and the reacted 
control PCB particle (reaction in scCO2 solvent system).  
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fully understand the fundamental mechanisms in which the scCO2 solvent system improves 
metal leaching. Focused efforts on incorporating scCO2 into the e-waste treatment scheme 
for improved sustainability of the metal separation process are presented in Chapter 5.  
4.3.4.2 Greener Physical Treatment 
Another novel, recently proposed approach to recycling the metals from waste PCBs 
is cryo-milling, essentially freezing, the waste [145]. Researchers proposed a low-
temperature ball milling method that degrades the PCB into nanoscale particles allowing 
for convenient separation into the polymer, oxide, and metal constituents. This method is 
scalable and environmentally friendly due to low operating temperatures and minimal 
waste generation, but requires more energy than hydrometallurgical methods. More studies 
on improving the efficiency of the cryo-milling technique are necessary to develop this 
mechanical process into a more sustainable, economical treatment for e-waste.   
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ENHANCED EXTRACTION OF COPPER FROM ELECTRONIC WASTE 
VIA INDUCED MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES USING 
SUPERCRITICAL CO2 
 
In this chapter, the use of supercritical CO2 (scCO2) and aqueous acid as co-solvent for the 
treatment of e-waste, specifically for the extraction of Cu, is investigated. Printed circuit board 
(PCB) was selected as the e-waste of study and is generally composed of 40% metals, 30% plastics, 
and 30% refractory materials. In order to perform controlled experiments, model metal and 
polymer laminates were prepared as surrogates for PCB, employing melt-pressed copper foil and 
polycarbonate sheets. The effects of scCO2 on the model composites were investigated in various 
scCO2/co-solvent systems using a high-temperature, high-pressure reactor. It was found that a 
scCO2 and acid pre-treatment induced drastic morphological changes in the polymer, creating 
pores, cracks, and delamination. This finding was translated to the actual waste PCB system and 
an optimal two-step treatment scheme was developed and tested for small pieces of waste PCB. 
This unique process involved the pre-treatment of the PCB with scCO2 and aqueous sulfuric acid 
at 120°C and 148 atm followed by leaching of the treated PCB in a solvent containing 2 M sulfuric 
acid and 0.2 M hydrogen peroxide at ambient conditions. Experimental results showed that 82% 
of the copper contained in the PCB was extracted in under 4 hours. This novel process using scCO2 
could reduce physical processing (e.g. shredding of the PCB) and acid usage during the extraction 
of Cu from e-waste, providing a greener alternative for current methods of recycling of metals, 





The management of waste, particularly electronic waste (e-waste), has become a significant 
challenge faced by humanity as the globe becomes increasingly connected and automated. The 
global number of discarded computers, phones, and other appliances reached 45 million tons in 
2016, and based upon projections, this number could exceed 50 million tons by 2021 [1-3]. 
Presently, the disposal of e-waste encompasses recycling the non-toxic, valuable components and 
releasing the toxic components into the surroundings, most often via pyrometallurgy (incineration 
and smelting) [4]. The environmental release presents hazards; consequently, much research has 
been dedicated to developing new recycling methods for e-waste with an emphasis on green metal 
extraction and recovery.  
Electronic waste is an intricate mixture of metals, plastics, and refractory material. The 
amount of valuable metals in e-waste depends on the type of waste. Printed circuit boards (PCB), 
a major constituent of e-waste, contains one of the highest concentrations of base and precious 
metals. The overall composition of PCB is approximately 40% metals, 30% organics, and 30% 
refractory. Copper is the most abundant metal in PCB, comprising 20% of the metal content, and 
its recovery has high economic value [5-10]. Other base metals found in PCB include Fe, Al, and 
Ni, in addition to precious metals, Au and Ag. The organic content of PCB consists of various 
polymers, such as Polycarbonate (PC) and Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and the refractory materials 
are silica and alkaline oxides [11, 12]. Brominated flame retardants (BFRs) are included in 
polymers in PCB and are of particular concern due to their toxicity. The BFRs, poly-brominated 




Conventional treatment of PCB generally consists of physical processing and separation 
followed by metal extraction and recovery. The crushing of PCB to fine particle sizes along with 
other mechanical methods tends to be energy and labor-intensive. Shredding and grinding 
processes can produce dangerous dusts and dioxins, and metal losses of up to 40% have been 
reported during mechanical processing [13].  Thermal and chemical treatments, such as pyrolysis 
and supercritical fluids, are also utilized, particularly to remove the flame-retarding polymeric 
components and recover the plastics [14-19]. These processing steps play a critical role in metal 
separation and recovery, affecting the ultimate amount of metal recovered and the overall 
efficiency of metal recycling. Two main routes are used for the separation and recovery of metals, 
namely pyrometallurgy and hydrometallurgy. Pyrometallurgy, that is incineration and smelting, is 
the most standard treatment method. Approximately 70% of waste PCBs are treated in smelters, 
instead of undergoing mechanical processing [10]. Pyrometallurgy has proven effective and 
economically viable, but the risks of toxic gas release and dioxin formation combined with the 
formation of slag waste are limitations. Most pyrometallurgical processes only yield high Cu 
recovery, losing Al and Fe to the slag. Emission control systems, such as the one installed at the 
advanced smelter, Umicore plant in Belgium, are costly [20]. Hydrometallurgy is an alternative 
method involving chemical leaching with acids, such as nitric acid and sulfuric acid, followed by 
metal recovery from the leached solutions via techniques such as cementation and solvent 
extraction [10, 21-25]. A recent development in hydrometallurgy is bioleaching, which uses 
acidophilic groups of bacteria to leach metals from PCB [24, 26]. Bioleaching has potential as a 
green technique but is sensitive to time, pH, and temperature conditions. In recent years, 
hydrometallurgy has become the more prominent method for the benefits it affords, compared to 
pyrometallurgy. Hydrometallurgical techniques are more controllable, environmentally-friendly, 
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and precise. Acid leaching results in high leaching rates and allows for metal-specific leaching, 
but is corrosive, especially when used in large amounts. Research efforts have focused on reducing 
the amount of corrosive acids used and developing greener solvent systems for chemical leaching.  
This work aims at developing a novel process to leach Cu and other metals in separate 
streams from pieces of waste PCB with supercritical CO2 (scCO2) and aqueous acid. Through the 
synthesis of metal and polymer laminates as “model PCB” to reduce the complexity of PCB 
samples, the effects of scCO2 with various co-solvents were investigated in a high-pressure, high-
temperature reactor. The results of this fundamental study suggest that the role of scCO2 is not in 
the direct extraction of metal from the PCB, but rather to induce physical changes to the polymer. 
From this key finding, a pre-treatment process with scCO2 was investigated using small pieces of 
actual waste PCB and different co-solvents (water and sulfuric acid). The total amount of solvent 
was maintained at a low volume to reduce the amount of acid in the system. After pre-treatment 
with scCO2/co-solvent, the PCB was leached in sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide (2 M H2SO4: 
0.2 M H2O2) with the same volume, but at ambient conditions, to evaluate the extraction of Cu 
from the waste. The results demonstrate that pre-treatment with scCO2 and acid was most effective, 
yielding pure 80% Cu extraction from the waste PCB in the subsequent ambient leaching process. 
Pre-treatments with scCO2 and water, and with N2 and acid (i.e. in the absence of CO2) at the same 
temperature and pressure proved inferior, indicating the importance of pre-treatment with scCO2 
combined with acid. Detailed physical characterization of the PCB using Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was performed to explain why this 
combination enhanced the extraction of Cu from waste PCBs.  
The proposed scheme utilizing a supercritical CO2 + acid pre-treatment shows promise for 
metal extraction from e-waste with improved environmental sustainability. Currently, the majority 
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of reported hydrometallurgical techniques use finely-crushed PCB as the starting feedstock and 
the role of scCO2 in e-waste treatment is poorly understood [27]. With the technology proposed in 
this study, vigorous mechanical pre-processing may be minimized, while reducing the amount of 
acid, for the effective extraction of Cu from e-waste.  
5.2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Preparation and Characterization of Waste PCB 
Printed circuit board scrap was collected from waste computers in a local scrap collection. 
The waste PCB was cut into small pieces ranging in size between 0.2-1 cm2 lateral area. A portion 
of the waste PCB was ground into fine particles (<1 mm in size) in a Blendtec Designer 725 
blender. The metal composition of the PCB was determined in two ways: 1) dissolving the finely 
crushed waste PCB in concentrated, heated H2SO4 solution (Certified ACS Plus, Fisher Chemical) 
and H2O2 (30 wt% w/inhibitor, Sigma-Aldrich) for >24 hours and 2) pyrolyzing the small pieces 
of waste PCB at 500°C and then dissolving the char in concentrated, heated acidic solution for >24 
hours. From the results, the metal component of the PCB samples was determined to consist of the 
following base metals: Cu 20%, Al 2%, Fe 2%, and Ni 3%.  
5.2.2 Preparation of Model PCB 
Model PCB laminate samples were prepared using Cu foil (0.1 mm thick, Puratronic®, 
99.999% (metals basis), Alfa-Aesar) and polycarbonate (sheets of 1.0 mm thickness, Goodfellow). 
The laminated, layered composites (polymer/metal/polymer) were made on a hot press (Carver 
Model 4122) at a temperature of 166°C, above the glass transition temperature, Tg, of the 
polycarbonate. 8 mm-diameter disks of Cu foil were cut out and sandwiched between two (4 cm x 
7.5 cm) sheets of polycarbonate, and a load of 1.6 metric tons was applied to press the sheets 
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together, encapsulating the Cu disks. The desired thickness of the model PCB samples was 1.1-
1.3 mm, comparable with the thickness of real PCB waste. Once the desired thickness was 
achieved in the hot press, the sample was removed for cool-down and individual samples were 
punched out as 12 mm-diameter disks. The Cu foil was completely encased between the two 
polycarbonate layers, and the average thickness of the model PCB samples was 1.2 mm.      
5.2.3 Reaction of PCB and Analysis of Leached Solutions and Treated Solid Samples 
The model PCB samples and small pieces of actual waste PCB were treated with 
supercritical CO2 in a high-pressure, high-temperature (P, T) reactor (Model 4597 Micro Reactor, 
max pressure = 340 atm, max temperature = 350°C, Parr Co.) connected to a syringe pump (Model 
500D syringe pump, Teledyne ISCO). Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of the setup. The treatment 
with scCO2 was conducted at a temperature of 120°C and a pressure of 148 atm with a stirring rate 












Figure 5.1 Schematic of the high-pressure, high-temperature reactor system for 
e-waste pre-treatment with scCO2. 
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The solid to liquid ratio in the reactor was controlled at 25 g PCB/1 L of solution, where 
the total volume of solution in the reactor was maintained at 10 mL. Sulfuric acid solution with a 
concentration of 2 M H2SO4 was prepared using deionized water and H2SO4 (Certified ACS Plus, 
Fisher Chemical). For the subsequent leaching process, experiments were conducted at ambient 
temperature and pressure in a 100 mL beaker on a digital, magnetic stirring plate with stir speed 
set to 300 rpm. The leaching solution was prepared using 2 M H2SO4 solution and 0.2 M H2O2 
prepared from hydrogen peroxide solution (30 wt% w/inhibitor, Sigma-Aldrich). The total volume 
of leaching solution was controlled at 10 mL and the solid to liquid ratio was kept at 25 g PCB/1L 
consistent with the experimental conditions in the reactor. Once leaching was completed, the 
solution was collected using a 10 mL syringe connected to a 2.5 mm filter to ensure the leached 
solution was free of sample residue. The leached solutions were then analyzed using Inductively 
Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometry ICP-OES (Agilent 720) to determine the fractions 
of Cu, Fe, Al, and Ni extraction. Characterization of the model and actual waste PCB was 
performed using Differential Scanning Calorimetry, DSC (TA Instruments DSC250), Small-Angle 
X-ray Scattering, SAXS (SAXSLAB Ganesha), and Scanning Electron Microscopy, SEM (Zeiss 
Sigma VP).  
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Evolution of Unique Morphological Structures During the Treatment of Model PCB in 
the Presence of Supercritical CO2 
The heterogeneity of real PCB complicates the understanding of the main interactions of 
PCB with supercritical CO2 and co-solvents. As discussed earlier, PCB is a composite of plastics 
(polycarbonate, polyvinyl chloride, polyethylene, polypropylene, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene, 
epoxy resin, and BFRs) and metals. In order to develop a fundamental understanding of the effect 
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of supercritical CO2 on real PCB, one plastic and one metal component were used to construct 
model PCB samples. Specifically, polycarbonate (PC) and Cu metal were chosen for the model 
samples.  
Previously, it was shown that supercritical CO2 in sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide 
swells the polymer and induces a permanent, physical change (no chemical change) [28]. Detailed 
evidence of the physical changes is provided via DSC and SAXS measurements in Appendix C, 
Section 5.5.1 Figures 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. Building upon this work, more detailed studies on 
the morphological changes of the polymer (polycarbonate) during exposure to scCO2 and co-
solvent were conducted. Various contact times, ranging from 30 minutes to 5 hours, and different 
solvent and scCO2 combinations were tested. The sample treatments were performed in the high 
P, T reactor at 148 atm and 120°C for a maximum reaction time of 5 hours. These conditions were 
selected based upon prior studies of the crystallization behavior of amorphous polycarbonate 
treated with scCO2 alone [29-31]. It has been reported that supercritical CO2 enables the 
crystallization of initially amorphous PC at relatively low temperatures and that the effect depends 
on the temperature and pressure of the scCO2 contact. In particular, researchers found a larger 
effect with increasing scCO2 temperatures in the range of 100-140°C at constant pressure, and with 
increasing scCO2 pressures up to a threshold pressure. For example, this threshold pressure was 
approximately 158 atm at a temperature of 120°C [29]. Thus, from these reported results, 148 atm 
and 120°C were selected as the scCO2 pressure and temperature for the pre-treatment of samples 
with scCO2 and co-solvents, since these conditions appeared to induce significant crystallization 
of amorphous PC when exposed to scCO2 alone.  
Two baseline experiments were then conducted: the exposure of the PC and Cu model 
samples to dry scCO2 and to scCO2 and water, for a maximum time of 5 hours. Substantial porosity 
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and cracking were not observed in these two cases, indicating that sulfuric acid and hydrogen 
peroxide together create porosity, cracking, and delamination in the samples. When evaluating the 
effects of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide as the co-solvents, the role of hydrogen peroxide 
became clear. Hydrogen peroxide is an oxidizing agent that leaches the Cu metal and is more costly 
than sulfuric acid from the economic standpoint. Removing hydrogen peroxide from the exposure 
to scCO2 could be favorable, especially if sulfuric acid alone could induce porosity, cracking, and 
delamination in the sample. The PC and Cu samples were reacted with sulfuric acid (2 M H2SO4) 
and scCO2 only at various reaction times (30 min, 2 hours, 3 hours, and 5 hours) to assess this 
hypothesis. A schematic of the PC and Cu samples in this reaction system is shown in Appendix 
C, Section 5.5.2 Figure 5.9. Figure 5.2 displays the effects on the model samples. Beyond contact 









In just 30 minutes, the sample undergoes a change in opacity and swells, the surface 
roughens, and pores form. Permanent morphological changes are observed. At 2 hours, the sample 
has broken apart and the PC becomes fragmented, likely due to the well-mixed, rapid stirring in 
the reactor. It is evident that hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is not necessary to induce the physical 
Unreacted After 2 hours After 30 min  
Figure 5.2 Photos of model Printed Circuit Board samples before and after the pre-treatment 
with scCO2 and H2SO4. 
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changes in the model PCB samples. DSC measurements (See Appendix C, Section 5.5.2 Figure 
5.10) showed that these changes are accompanied by the crystallization of the initially amorphous 
PC on much shorter timescales than typical for scCO2 exposure alone (on the order of 4-6 hours) 
[29, 31]. This study demonstrates that the exposure of model PCB, PC and Cu laminates, to scCO2 
and 2 M H2SO4 at elevated temperature and pressure for just 30 minutes results in significant 
morphological changes, including delamination. The combination of scCO2 and sulfuric acid 
induces crystallization of PC in a notably reduced timescale, opening up the structure of the sample 
and allowing for enhanced transport of the leaching solvent to the metal.  
5.3.2 Leaching Behaviors of Metals from Waste PCB Samples Pre-treated with Supercritical 
CO2 
In the development of a treatment process for the real waste PCB, the energy-intensive 
conditions of the reactor with supercritical CO2 (high pressure and high temperature) and the total 
processing time are major factors for consideration. Drawing from the results of the model PCB 
study, supercritical CO2 treatment and leaching solution (2 M H2SO4: 0.2 M H2O2) were decoupled 
in a two-step process. Figure 5.3 illustrates this process: 1) scCO2 and sulfuric acid pre-treatment 
at 120°C and 148 atm for 30 minutes to induce morphological change and extract the metals, Al, 











This two-step treatment scheme was applied to the small pieces of actual waste PCB and 
investigated for metal extraction efficacy. While cracking and delamination of the PCB chips were 
not observed as in the study with model PC and Cu laminates, notable morphological differences 
were observed on the surface of the waste PCB after the novel treatment. Pores formed and 
appeared to penetrate deep into the PCB structure and some final degradation and fragmentation 
of the plastics were noted. Most importantly, ICP analysis of the leached solutions revealed a major 
enhancement in Cu leaching from the pieces of actual waste PCB via the scCO2 and acid pre-
treatment process.  
Three variations of the pre-treatment step were investigated, keeping the pre-treatment 
temperature and pressure conditions constant at 120°C and 148 atm. The leaching step to extract 
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the exposure to scCO2, and the total volume of solution, 10 mL, was maintained. After this 
treatment, no visible changes were seen on the PCB, the plastics appeared intact, and the surface 
appeared smooth and seemingly unaffected. The extent of Cu extraction obtained from ICP 
analysis was only 17% in this first case. In the second case, CO2 was removed from the pre-
treatment and replaced with N2 at the same temperature and pressure conditions. The solvent 
system contained 2 M H2SO4. ICP analysis revealed a marginal improvement over the pre-
treatment with scCO2 and water, yielding 31% Cu extracted. Finally, the proposed pre-treatment 
of scCO2 and 2 M H2SO4 was investigated. The leached solution from the novel treatment was 
analyzed and 82% Cu was extracted. Figure 5.4 summarizes the Cu, Al, Fe, and Ni leaching results 
for these three cases and depicts a representative PCB sample before and after the pre-treatment 
of scCO2 and acid.  The initial compositions of Cu, Al, Fe, Ni, and other metals in the small pieces 
of PCB are also presented. Recall from Figure 5.3 that Al, Fe, and Ni are extracted in a separate 
stream from the Cu; Cu is purely extracted after the 3-hour leaching process and Al, Fe, and Ni 











Clearly, the proposed methodology with supercritical CO2 and acid pre-treatment 
significantly enhances the extraction of Cu. 80% Cu extraction is achieved after leaching along 
with 58% Ni and 34% Al extraction after pre-treatment with scCO2 and acid. It is important to 
highlight that when small pieces of actual waste PCB are leached without pre-treatment (3 hours 
in sulfuric acid and peroxide only), only 12% Cu is extracted, and no Ni, Al, or Fe is extracted. 
This corresponds closely to the results from pre-treatment with scCO2 and water. The combination 
of scCO2 and acid in the pre-treatment is clearly key to enhancing Cu extraction. The other base 
Figure 5.4 Leaching behaviors of different metals from PCB in three different pre-treatment 
media illustrating the effect of scCO2 and H2SO4. The same leaching process was used for all 3 
cases (ambient temperature and pressure conditions, 3 hours, 2 M H2SO4 and 0.2 M H2O2), in 
which only Cu was extracted. Al, Fe, and Ni were extracted during pre-treatment. 
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metals, Ni, Al, and Fe, were leached in lower amounts likely due to the fact that Cu is the most 
abundant metal in PCB. Copper is evenly dispersed within the board as the main conductive 
element in PCB and does not oxidize or passivate at low pH conditions according to the Pourbaix 
diagram, whereas Al and Fe have the potential to passivate, forming oxides or hydroxides in 
solution which could hinder the leaching reaction. 
5.3.3 Thermal Properties of Waste PCB Samples Before and After the Supercritical CO2 and 
H2SO4 Pre-treatment 
Further investigation into why there is an improvement in Cu leaching when supercritical 
CO2 is combined with acid as a pre-treatment was conducted through characterization of the actual 
waste PCB. Differential thermal analysis was performed using DSC. Figure 5.5 shows the thermal 
scans for untreated PCB and treated PCB, where the treated PCB represents PCB that underwent 
pre-treatment with scCO2 and acid.   
 
UT = Untreated 
T= Treated
Figure 5.5 DSC curves for the untreated and treated Printed Circuit Board samples (two heating 
and cooling scans). 
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Two heating and cooling scans were performed with isothermal dwell times of 30 minutes 
following each scan. The heating rate was controlled at 1°C/min, and the maximum temperature 
was fixed at 250°C. The scan for untreated PCB, shown in dashed lines, exhibited unremarkable 
thermal transitions, but a small baseline shift can be seen during the first temperature ramp to 
250°C (heat 1 in Figure 5), at a temperature of approximately 150°C. This shift likely represents 
the glass transition of PC. The sharp endotherm at 225°C, observed during both temperature ramps 
to 250°C (heats 1 and 2 in Figure 5), corresponds to the melting temperature of tin, as tin is found 
in the solder material on the surface of the PCB. On the other hand, the thermal scan of the treated 
PCB, shown in continuous lines, does not exhibit this sharp melting peak and shows no sign of a 
glass transition during the first heat. Rather, there is a decrease in heat flow during heat 1, likely 
due to the volatilization of residual acid, H2SO4, from the PCB. Sulfuric acid has a boiling point 
that exceeds the temperature at which this transition occurred, but recall the solvent in the system 
was diluted sulfuric acid (2 M H2SO4), not pure sulfuric acid. Since sulfuric acid is hydrophilic, it 
is reasonable to speculate that the vapor released was rich in H2O, thus lowering the boiling point 
of H2SO4. Overall, the comparison of the thermal scans revealed some significant differences in 
the behavior of the untreated and treated PCB samples.  
5.3.4 Visual Observation of Morphological Changes of Waste PCBs Pre-treated with 
Supercritical CO2 and H2SO4 
SEM microscopy provided telling evidence as to why the process with scCO2 and acid pre-
treatment was effective in the leaching of copper from PCB. Figure 5.6 highlights four 
representative SEM images indicating the surface topology and internal porosity of the pre-treated 
PCB. Figures 6a and 6b portray the main difference in surface topography between PCB pre-
treated with N2 (no CO2) and acid and PCB pre-treated with scCO2 and sulfuric acid. The surface 
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of the PCB that was treated with scCO2 and acid is roughened and fractured and contains large 
voids. Figures 5.6c and 5.6d depict the material on edge fracture surfaces and deep inside the 























Figure 5.6 Morphological changes of Printed Circuit Board after different pre-treatments: surface 
topography of samples treated in (a) N2 + H2SO4 and (b) scCO2 + H2SO4. Edge fracture surface (c) 
and internal pore structure (d) are also shown for the Printed Circuit Board sample treated in the 
medium containing scCO2 + H2SO4. 
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The large pores shown in the SEM images weakens the structural integrity of the plastics and 
enables access by leaching agent to the buried metal interfaces within the PCB. The creation of 
pores and openings on the PCB enhances transport of the leaching solvent to the metal, leading to 
the major improvement in Cu leaching. 
The process utilizing supercritical CO2 as a pre-treatment proved to be effective in the 
leaching of Cu from small pieces of actual waste PCB. Nearly 100% copper extraction is obtained 
in under 4 hours without energy-intensive physical processing. Existing leaching methods for 
small pieces of waste PCB require at least 8 hours of leaching in the same solvent, sulfuric acid 
and hydrogen peroxide [23]. The pre-treatment time of only 30 minutes in the high-temperature 
and high-pressure reactor is significant, as the residence time has been substantially decreased 
from the 3-6-hour residence time of conventional schemes with supercritical CO2. Delamination 
processes using scCO2 and water require a minimum of 3 hours and require further processing 
steps afterwards [19]. This process shortens the residence time and keeps the PCB structure intact, 
with only the metals leached out from the board. There is no toxic release of flame retardants and 
hazardous gases and there is no generation of byproducts. The separation of PCB into the plastic, 
metal, and glass fiber components is bypassed entirely. From the materials perspective, an intact 
PCB could simplify recycling. Furthermore, since Cu is nearly fully leached out, there may be 
increased access to precious metals in the waste and therefore the extraction of Au and Ag could 
be improved. In terms of the corrosivity and toxicity of the solvent, the volume of acid required in 
the process is relatively small, with a lower solid to liquid ratio compared to that of current 
processes [23]. The pre-treatment of pieces of waste PCB with supercritical CO2 is also 
advantageous because it does not require special additives. Recently reported pre-treatments utilize 
expensive and potentially hazardous additives, such as NaOH and citric acid, in sizable amounts 
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[33, 34]. Specifically, the pre-treatment method with citric acid involves a large amount of 
concentrated hydrogen peroxide, 1.76 M H2O2, which is highly reactive and quite hazardous [34]. 
Lastly, by incorporating supercritical CO2 as a green solvent and eliminating the intensive 
mechanical processing steps, opportunities towards sustainability are created.  With respect to the 
economic and energy benefits of minimizing mechanical processing, a study conducted on an e-
waste recycling facility in California showed that size reduction, dismantling, and separation 
account for approximately 25% of the operating costs associated with processing a total of 2500-
5000 tons of e-waste per year. Energy makes up roughly 20% of the operating costs from size 
reduction, and labor and equipment make up the rest of those costs [35]. From these estimates, the 
proposed process has the potential to reduce up to 25% of the operating costs at an e-waste 
recycling facility, and in turn save energy and reduce labor and equipment costs.  
5.4 Conclusion 
A pre-treatment process with supercritical CO2 and sulfuric acid followed by acid leaching 
was developed and tested on small pieces of waste PCB. The conventional leaching solvent, 20 
wt% sulfuric acid and 2 wt% hydrogen peroxide, was sufficient to leach nearly all of the Cu 
contained in waste PCB after pre-treatment with scCO2 and 2 M H2SO4. For the pre-treatment, the 
temperature and pressure conditions were 120°C and 148 atm and the total reaction time was 30 
minutes. After the pre-treatment, leaching of the PCB pieces was performed in sulfuric acid and 
hydrogen peroxide, 2 M H2SO4:0.2 M H2O2, at ambient conditions for 3 hours. Leaching of the 
pieces of PCB pre-treated with scCO2 and acid resulted in 82% Cu extracted, much higher than 
31% Cu extracted from PCB pre-treated with N2 and acid and 17% Cu extracted from PCB pre-
treated with scCO2 and water respectively. Characterization of the PCB pieces, especially by 
Scanning Electron Microscopy, demonstrated why the pre-treatment of scCO2 and acid was 
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effective. The SEM images showed the creation of pores and openings inside and on the surface 
of the PCB, allowing the solvent to penetrate into the PCB and thereby react with the metals, 
leaching out copper. Detailed examination of the morphologies in the obtained images suggested 
evidence of solvent-induced crystallization of the polymeric components. The resulting porosity 
weakens the robust and flexible structure of the polymers and thus opens up channels in the PCB. 
The major advantages of the proposed process include the reduction of acid, shortened reaction 
time, and lack of intensive mechanical processing. This study demonstrates that the proposed two-
step process involving pre-treatment with supercritical CO2 is a promising treatment scheme for 
metal extraction from e-waste towards sustainability.    
5.5 Appendix C 
5.5.1 Effect of Supercritical CO2 and H2SO4 + H2O2 on Polycarbonate (PC) and Cu Samples 
The effect of scCO2 and 2 M H2SO4: 0.2 M H2O2 on PC + Cu samples was investigated 
via DSC analysis and SAXS measurements. Figure 5.7 illustrates the DSC results for unreacted 
PC + Cu sample and PC + Cu sample reacted in the scCO2 and sulfuric acid + hydrogen peroxide 
system at 120°C and 148 atm for five hours. The glass transition temperature of PC is still evident 
in both curves, indicating a physical change in the polymer. Figure 5.8 depicts the SAXS 
measurements for the same two samples. It is clear that the PC crystallized during the 5-hour 



















Figure 5.7 DSC measurements for the unreacted PC + Cu sample (Neat PC) and reacted 





















Momentum transfer, q (A-1)
Neat PC
Reacted PC 5 hours
Figure 5.8 SAXS measurements for the unreacted PC + Cu sample (Neat PC) vs. reacted 
PC + Cu sample (Reacted PC 5 hours). 
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The crystal long spacing was determined from the observed peak in the reacted PC curve 




 where d (A) is the crystal long spacing and q is the momentum transfer (A-1). Using this equation, 
the crystal long spacing was calculated to be 125.6 Angstroms, or approximately 10 nm, which 
matches the literature value. 
5.5.2 Effect of Supercritical CO2 and H2SO4 on Model PCB Samples 
The model PCB samples (PC + Cu) were controlled at thicknesses in the range of 1.2-1.3 










DSC analysis on the reacted model PCB samples showed that the observed morphological changes 
were accompanied by the crystallization of the initially amorphous PC. Figure 5.10 shows the 




0.1 mm ≈1.2-1.3 mmCopper Foil 
Polycarbonate
scCO2
Figure 5.9 Schematic of the model PCB sample immersed in the scCO2 and co-





In 30 min, the polymer has crystallized as shown by the green curve in Figure 5.10, whereas the 
unreacted model PCB (shown in red-Neat PC) does not exhibit crystallization. Unsurprisingly, the 
crystallinity increases with the reaction time, demonstrated by the increasing amplitude of the 
crystallization peaks. 
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ELECTROCHEMICAL RECOVERY OF COBALT AND NICKEL FROM 
SPENT LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES  
 
In this chapter, electrochemical techniques were utilized to study the recovery of Co and 
Ni from a waste Lithium-ion battery (LIB) stream. Electrodeposition and stripping voltammetry 
were conducted in a three-electrode system with a rotating disk electrode (RDE). The electrolyte 
resembled the leaching solution from spent LIBs and a complexing agent was introduced into the 
electrolyte to tailor the deposition such that one metal would be more concentrated than the other 
in the deposit. This was achieved by tuning the pH of the electrolyte in a range of 2-12 with a 
constant concentration of the complexing agent, EDTA. The concentration of EDTA corresponded 
to the total concentration of the metals, Co and Ni, in the solution. pH values of approximately 5 
and 10 were found to have a significant effect on the ratio of Co to Ni in the deposit; a pH of 5 
yielded selectivity towards Co and a pH of 10 produced a 50/50 Co to Ni ratio in the deposit. As 
a baseline for comparison, when EDTA was not present and pH was not adjusted, Ni was 
preferentially deposited over Co. The ability to selectively deposit Co and Ni from a mixed metal 
stream of spent LIBs is beneficial as current recovery techniques typically require separation of 









The technological development of energy storage systems, particularly batteries, has 
become crucial as the demand for renewable energy systems grows. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) 
have emerged as a competitive technology, especially for usage in electric vehicles (EVs) and 
communication and portable devices. Compared to other batteries, LIBs offer high energy density, 
high cell voltage, low self-discharge rate, long cycle life, and simple maintenance and charging 
[1]. LIBs account for nearly 20% of the total rechargeable battery market and 75% of the portable 
rechargeable battery market [2]. The production of LIBs has surged due to the tremendous growth 
of the portable rechargeable battery market. When also factoring in the recent increase in demand 
for electric vehicles, an exponential increase in Li-ion battery waste was predicted [2]. 
Consequently, the recycling of spent Li-ion batteries has become a significant issue. Of particular 
concern are the hazardous materials in LIBs, i.e. the heavy metals, as these materials pose threats 
to the environment and human health. In fact, it has been reported that 4000 tons of spent LIBs 
contain 1100 tons of heavy metals and more than 200 tons of toxic electrolyte [3]. Current disposal 
methods for LIBs, including incineration and landfills, do not fully account for these concerns and 
present risks, especially when burning is involved [4]. Thus, effective and less hazardous recycling 
techniques for the recovery of metals from Lithium-ion batteries are urgently needed. 
Lithium-ion batteries generally consist of an anode, a cathode, an electrolyte, and a 
separator. The anode is carbon-based, usually graphite, and the separator is a single or multi-layer 
of polyethylene (PE) or polypropylene (PP). The electrolyte is an organic liquid with dissolved 
substances, usually LiPF6 in a solvent, such as propylene carbonate (PC) or dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO). The cathode is the Li-containing active material and is composed of heavy metals, 
making it the main target of recycling. There are four main cathode chemistries: 1) LiCoO2 (most 
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prevalent), 2) LiFePO4, 3) LiMn2O4, and 4) LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (mixed metal NMC). While the 
LiCoO2 cathode remains dominant as the cathode material, the mixed metal cathode (NMC) is 
gaining attention as it is less costly and presents a favorable option for EVs. Some researchers are 
developing novel NMC cathode chemistries, such as LiNi0.68Co0.18Mn0.18O2. The bulk material in 
LiNi0.68Co0.18Mn0.18O2 is a Ni-rich layered oxide, yielding higher energy density, and the outer 
layer is Mn and Co-substituted NMC for improved cycle life and safety. Researchers attribute the 
stability of the mixed metal cathode to the Mn4+ in the surface layer [5]. Clearly, the extensive 
chemical variability of the cathode complicates the recycling of spent LIB, particularly the 
composition of the spent LIB waste stream. Different hazards associated with the various 
components of LIBs are also notable. The heavy metals, i.e. Li, Co, and Ni, are toxic and can leach 
out into the surroundings and the electrolyte is corrosive and can produce hazardous gases, such 
as HF, Cl2, and CO, when heated. 
The majority of research efforts on the recycling of spent LIBs has focused on cobalt since 
the amount of cobalt in LIBs is up to 5-30%, far exceeding the amount of Co found in ores. Cobalt 
is also more valuable than the other heavy metals found in LIBs; the price of Co has risen 
significantly over the past few years [6]. Yet, in order to combat the environmental and human 
risks of LIB waste disposal, all of the heavy metals in LIBs must be considered. The composition 
of typical spent LIBs is 5-30% Co, 2-12% Li, 7-17% Cu, 3-10% Al, 0-25% Fe, and 0-10% Ni 
respectively [1]. Fe, Cu, and Al tend to be recovered in elemental states, while Co, Ni, Li, and Mn 
are recovered as compounds. The current status of recycling of spent LIBs can be described by 
three processing routes: pyrometallurgy, hydrometallurgy, and biometallurgy (similar to the 
processing of e-waste) [6]. Pre-treatment of spent LIBs generally involves physical processing, 
such as mechanical crushing and disassembly, discharge via salt solutions, and washing in water 
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to remove organic solvents and solutes. Pyrolysis is often used to remove unwanted materials from 
the spent LIB, specifically organic additives and carbon. Pyrometallurgy, the most conventional 
recycling process, does not require pre-treatment and involves smelting, in which the metal 
components are reduced to alloys. The main drawbacks of pyrometallurgy are the high temperature 
requirement, the loss of Li that occurs during smelting, and the associated environmental and 
health risks. Hydrometallurgy and biometallurgy are less energy-intensive, less hazardous, and 
more precise, but require pre-treatment, usually physical processing. Biometallurgy is the least 
developed method and involves the use of acidophilic bacteria for the leaching of metals. 
Hydrometallurgy involves chemical leaching and is considered to be a promising recycling option 
for the recovery of metals from spent LIBs. Co, Li, Ni, and other metal ions are readily leached 
from pre-treated spent LIBs using inorganic acids, such as H2SO4, HNO3, and HCl and other 
agents, such as H2O2 [7-15]. Organic acids, such as citric acid and oxalic acid, can also be used. 
The leaching kinetics, leaching conditions, concentrations of acid, and solid to liquid ratios are 
well-studied and thus, well-understood. Once chemical leaching is completed, metal recovery is 
lastly performed. Solvent extraction, chemical precipitation, adsorption, and crystallization are 
commonly used techniques for metal recovery [16]. Various extraction agents, such as Cyanex 
272, have been used for the selective extraction of Co [1, 6]. Cobalt is typically recovered as cobalt 
oxide or cobalt hydroxide. The successful recovery of Li, Ni, and Co by adsorption has been 
demonstrated upon selective ammonia leaching [13]. After adsorption, Li2CO3, NiSO4, and CoSO4 
were obtained. Electrowinning has also been investigated as a metal recovery process, where 
metallic cobalt is electrodeposited onto a substrate. Most researchers have only studied 
electrochemical recovery of metals individually, either through the electrodeposition of Co from a 
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LiCoO2 cathode waste stream or the electrolytic recovery of Ni and Co individually after 
separating the Co and Ni from the leaching solution [9, 17-21].  
In this chapter, an electrochemical process for the joint recovery of Ni and Co from a mixed 
metal cathode spent LIB stream is presented. The starting solution was a spent LIB leaching 
solution containing Co and Ni, and electrochemical deposition and stripping were performed using 
a rotating disk electrode (RDE) to assess the recovery of the metals. A complexing agent was 
introduced into the solution to preferentially deposit one metal over the other. 
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), as the complexing agent, was found to have a significant 
impact on the final ratio of Co to Ni deposited, depending on the pH of the deposition solution. 
6.2 Materials and Methods 
All electrochemical experiments were conducted with a three-electrode system, consisting 
of a platinum rotating disk (RDE) working electrode with 0.50 cm diameter (Pine Research Co.), 
Pt wire counterelectrode, and Ag|AgCl reference electrode (Radiometer Analytical XR300 
Reference Electrode, Hach). The RDE was attached to an electrode rotator (Modulated Speed 
Rotator, Pine Research) and a potentiostat (PGSTAT12, Metrohm) was connected to Nova 
software for current control. Prior to each experiment, the platinum surface of the RDE was 
electrochemically treated in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution by cycling the electrode potential repeatedly 
from −0.2 V to 1.1 V at 1 V/s until a characteristic cyclic voltammogram was obtained. The H2SO4 
solution was prepared by using deionized water and H2SO4 (Certified ACS Plus, Fisher Chemical). 
The electrolyte was prepared immediately before each experiment by dissolving the 
designated amounts of metal sulfates in 1 M H2SO4 solution. 1 M H2SO4 solution was made with 
deionized water and concentrated H2SO4 (Certified ACS Plus, Fisher Chemical). The 
concentrations of Co and Ni were selected based on the concentrations in spent LIB solution. 0.1 
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M of Cobalt (II) sulfate (Cobalt(II) sulfate heptahydrate, 99+%, extra pure, ACROS Organics) and 
0.03 M of Ni (II) sulfate (Nickel(II) sulfate heptahydrate, for analysis, for nickel plating, DIN 
50970, ACROS Organics) were prepared [18]. The complexing agent, EDTA 
(Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt dihydrate, Sigma-Aldrich) was introduced into the 
electrolyte at a concentration of 0.13 M, which was equivalent to the concentration of the metals 
(Co, Ni) in the solution. Due to the low solubility of EDTA in low-pH solutions, 5 M NaOH 
solution was used to increase the pH of the solution, thereby fully dissolving the EDTA. The 
amount of metal sulfates added into the solution were adjusted based off the volumetric changes 
during buffering. Upon complete dissolution of EDTA and the metal salts, titration with the NaOH 
solution was performed to adjust the pH of the electrolyte. The pH of the electrolyte was controlled 
between 0.1-12.19 for the investigation of the effect of pH on the electrodeposition of Co and Ni 
in the presence of EDTA. Finally, the stripping solution, 0.5 M H2SO4 was prepared by dilution 
of concentrated H2SO4 with deionized water (Certified ACS Plus, Fisher Chemical). The stripping 
solution was sparged for at least 1 hour with argon.  
Galvanostatic depositions were performed with the various plating baths at a current 
density of 30 mA/cm2 and electrode rotation rate of 900 rpm. Each electrodeposition was 
terminated after the total amount of charge passed into the bath was approximately equal to 4.0 C. 
Triplicate runs were completed for each plating bath to ensure reproducibility and consistency. 
The bath temperature for all electrodepositions was 23°C. Cyclic voltammetry was performed at a 
sweep rate of 0.02 V/s in the range of interest in the deposition solutions. Immediately after 
deposition, stripping voltammetry was carried out using the Ar-purged 0.5 M H2SO4 solution [22]. 
The electrochemical dissolution (stripping) of the Co-Ni deposit was conducted at a current density 
of 20 mA/cm2 and electrode rotation rate of 400 rpm. Stripping was concluded once a peak was 
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observed and the measured potential appeared to be stable [22]. The stripping solution was then 
collected for Inductively Coupled Plasma Spectroscopy, ICP-OES (Agilent 720), to determine the 
ratio of the Co to Ni deposited on the Pt substrate. The ICP-OES measurements provided the 
concentrations of Co and Ni in the stripping solution.  
6.3 Results and Discussion 
Electrodeposition was first performed using the standard electrolyte, 0.1 M Co2+ and 0.03 
M Ni2+, based on the composition of spent LIB waste streams. The electrolyte was a sulfuric acid-
based solution (1 M H2SO4) with a measured pH value of 0.1. After galvanostatic deposition, 
stripping of the Co-Ni alloy was conducted and the stripped solution was evaluated on the ICP-
OES for analysis of the Co, Ni content. The measurements on the ICP-OES showed that the Co to 
Ni ratio of the deposit was approximately 0.44, indicating the preferential deposition of Ni over 
Co. The reduction potentials of Co and Ni are extremely close, presenting a significant challenge 
in the control of deposition. Thus, introducing a complexing agent, particularly EDTA, provides 
the ability to tune deposition and selectively separate the metals. This is especially beneficial for 
the recovery of metals from waste LIBs, as the metals possess different economic value and 
material properties.  
6.3.1 Effect of pH on the Electrochemical Recovery of Co and Ni in the Presence of EDTA 
EDTA is a frequently-used complexing agent for separation and purification processes and 
has proven effective in ion-exchange separation, electrodialysis, and electrowinning [23-26]. 
EDTA was chosen over other complexing agents for its high affinity for Ni and the notable 
differences in its formation constants (Kf) for Co and Ni complexation. Specifically, for the CoL 
and NiL complexes, where L is the ligand (EDTA), the log Kf values are 18.1 and 20.4 
respectively. Similarly, for CoHL and NiHL complexes, the log Kf values are 21.5 and 24.0 [23]. 
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In general, as the pH increases, Kf tends to increase as well. Since EDTA as disodium salt leads to 
a slightly better separation than EDTA as free acid, EDTA in the disodium salt form was selected 
for experiments [24]. The ratio of the complexing agent to the total metals in solution was another 
important factor in the design of experiments. Drawing from separation studies involving EDTA, 
the total concentration of EDTA was controlled to be the total concentration of metals, Co and Ni, 
in the solution, where [EDTA] = [metals]. In order to maximize the selectivity of one metal over 
the other, the pH values were varied from 2-12 to investigate the effect of pH on the Co and Ni 
content of the deposit. The concentration of EDTA was maintained at the total concentration of 
metals. Electrolytes with pH values of approximately 3, 5, 10, and 12 were prepared and studied. 














Figure 6.1 Cyclic voltammograms for electrolytes of varying pH (pH = 2-12) in the 
presence of EDTA, where [EDTA] = [metals]. 
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It is clear from the CV curves that the electrochemical behavior of the electrolyte in the 
presence of EDTA changed as pH increased. The observed peaks varied at different pH values and 
the amplitudes of the peaks were different. Figure 6.2 displays the galvanostatic deposition and 
stripping curves acquired during electrochemical recovery of Co and Ni. Galvanostatic deposition 
was first performed at a constant current density of 30 mA/cm2 with a rotation speed of 900 rpm, 
followed by stripping at a constant current density of 20 mA/cm2 with a rotation speed of 400 rpm. 
A total charge of 4 C was passed through the three-electrode system during galvanostatic 
deposition. 
The stripping solutions were collected and analyzed on the ICP-OES to determine the Co 
to Ni ratio of the deposit. Figure 6.3 illustrates the measured Co/Ni ratio vs. pH of the electrolyte 
where the concentration of EDTA was equal to the concentration of Co and Ni in the solution. 
Recall that the electrolyte or starting solution contained 0.1 M Co2+ and 0.03 M Ni2+, thus the 
initial Co/Ni ratio was 3.33. When the pH of the electrolyte was 5.18, the Co/Ni ratio of the deposit 
a) b) 
Figure 6.2 a) Deposition curves for the electrolytes of pH = 2-12 and b) stripping curves for 
the electrolytes of pH = 2-12, where [EDTA] = [metals]. 
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was nearly equivalent to the initial ratio, signifying selectivity towards Co in the presence of 
EDTA. Specifically, the pH value of approximately 5 appeared to yield a Co-Ni alloy that 
contained approximately three times more Co than Ni. Meanwhile, a lower pH value of 2.63 
yielded the reverse behavior of preferential deposition of Ni over Co, which was similarly observed 
at the maximum pH value of 12.19. The preferential deposition of Ni over Co was likewise 
observed in the baseline case, when galvanostatic deposition and stripping were performed on the 
electrolyte with the same concentrations of Co and Ni, but without EDTA present and without 
tuning of the pH value. However, when the pH of the electrolyte was 9.50, an approximate 50/50 




Figure 6.3 Co/Ni ratio of deposit, calculated from ICP-OES measurements, vs. pH of electrolyte, 
in the presence of EDTA, where [EDTA] = [metals].   
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In the presence of EDTA at various pH values of the solution, electrolytes with Co and Ni 
compositions resembling those of spent LIBs exhibited different behavior during electrochemical 
deposition. The solutions with pH values of 5.18 and 9.50 were shown to have the most impact on 
the ratio of cobalt to nickel in the deposited metal. The electrolyte with a lower pH value of 
approximately 5 produced a Co/Ni deposit ratio of 3.28, whereas the electrolyte with a higher pH 
value of approximately 10 produced a Co/Ni deposit ratio of 1.06. This variation in the deposition 
results may be explained by the behavior of the complexing agent in solutions of different pH 
values. The speciation in the electrolyte changes with the pH, and when complexing agent is 
present, the Co and Ni exist as different chemical species i.e. CoL and CoHL. More studies are 
needed to further understand and explain the observed changes. An investigation into the effects 
of the concentration of EDTA would contribute to this understanding and could enhance the 
electrochemical recovery process.  
A new electrochemical process for the treatment of waste LIB streams that enables 
selective tuning of the deposition of metals based on the pH of the electrolyte with complexing 
agent is presented. Separation of Ni from Co before the ultimate recovery of the metals is not 
necessary in this process, unlike existing techniques for the recovery of Ni and Co from spent 
LIBs. Furthermore, the end composition of recovered Ni and Co metals can be adjusted depending 
on the pH conditions of the electrolyte during deposition with the complexing agent, EDTA. Heat 
treatment, such as calcination or pyrometallurgy, is not required, and with the recent advancements 
in hydrometallurgy for spent LIB treatment, this metal recovery process can be streamlined as the 
subsequent process. Electrochemical processes not only afford the benefits of low cost and high 
sensitivity, but also the usage of the RDE in this specific process allows for higher rates of mass 
transport in conjunction with convective-diffusion. Overall, the process developed in this study is 
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greener, less complex, and less energy-intensive as compared to the current treatment routes for 
waste LIBs, such as pyrometallurgy.  
6.4 Conclusions 
An electrochemical process for the recovery of Co and Ni from spent LIBs is introduced 
and evaluated. Galvanostatic deposition and subsequent galvanostatic stripping using the three-
electrode RDE cell was performed. The proposed process utilizes complexing agent, specifically 
EDTA, to tailor the ratio of Co to Ni in the final metal deposit. The concentration of EDTA was 
maintained at the concentration of Co and Ni (metals) in the solution. The pH conditions of the 
electrolyte were varied in order to study the effect of pH on the Co to Ni ratio, and it was found 
that the pH value had a notable impact on the deposition. At pH conditions of 5 and 10, the Co and 
Ni deposits had different ratios, [Co/Ni] = 3.28 and 1.06 respectively. The initial ratio of Co to Ni 
was 3.33 for comparison; thus, the pH condition of 5 is favorable for preferential deposition of Co 
and end metal recovery that mimics the starting material composition. Meanwhile, the pH 
condition of 10 is promising to produce a deposit of equal Co and Ni composition.  The complexity 
of the chemical speciation in the electrolyte during deposition at different pH conditions with 
constant EDTA concentration, where [EDTA] = [metals], is not well understood and requires 
further investigation. With further studies, such as the effect of EDTA concentration, key variable 
could be identified for more efficient, selective separation and recovery of the metals. The process 
presented in this study for the electrochemical recovery of Co and Ni from spent LIB solutions 
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